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SUMMARY
The field of haptic robotics revolves around creation and control of devices that
allow a human user to physically interact with either a virtual or a remote environ-
ment. The root of the word “haptic” comes from the greek word meaning “touch,”
and subsequently haptic devices provide a sense of touch to the man-machine inter-
face.
An extensive list of applications can be generated for haptic devices, including
fields as far apart as surgery and video gaming. However, all of the devices allow
the user to physically interact with and remotely control some physical device or
environment, be it virtual or real. In that sense, the origin of all haptics can be traced
back to early research in teleoperation, an academic term for “remote control.” The
research presented here will focus on that category of haptic use.
A natural classification of haptic devices has developed based on the energetic
nature of their actuators, either “active” or “passive.” Active haptic devices utilize
active components that give the device the ability to add energy to the man-machine
system. Conversely, passive haptic devices utilize passive actuators such as brakes,
clutches or similar components that can add no energy, either keeping the energy
of the man-machine system constant or dissipating it. The research presented here
focuses on the use of such passive devices, specifically the ones that dissipate energy.
Dissipative passive haptic devices have a few benefits that will be explored in
greater detail in the introduction and background. Briefly, they are inherently safe.
The inability to add energy to the human-machine system means that the device can
never become unstable. Furthermore, the device can never output more power than
xiii
the human applies to it, and without mechanical advantage the device can create no
more than a reaction force to what the human applies. When in motion, the device
can only provide a force to resist motion.
While guaranteeing safety, passive devices present an interesting control problem.
Unlike an active device, the passive device cannot generate arbitrary forces, only
forces that oppose motion (or input force in the static state). This leads to the
question of how to provide haptic feedback with this inherently smaller subset of
possible feedback forces.
After looking at the background of the project, the research presented here will
develop the underlying the control problem and will propose three control algorithms
for generating haptic forces, two relatively simple algorithms and one more complex.
The final goal of the research involves human testing, however along the way to a final
test of the control algorithms, the research explores some side topics. The first of these
tests explores network latency within the local subnet and then extends the test to
include a cross-country test, looking at both TCP/IP and UDP/IP communications
protocols. The second test uses simulated human input to partially validate the
controllers and actuation scehems. The final side project experimentally evaluates
the human perception of force direction and shows that the subjects could resolve
force no finer than 67.5 ◦ range.
The research culminates with a final human-factors test that explores shape iden-
tification and point-to-point motion tasks both with a passive and an active haptic
device in teleopertation. The results show that with the passive device, the users
were able to identify large detail of shapes nearly as well with the passive device as
with the active device, while identification of finer detail was much more difficult with
the passive device. Furthermore, the results show the passive device with a dynamic
compensating control to perform nearly as well as the active device in point-to-point
motion tasks. These results show encouraging indications that the passive device not
xiv





In a very general sense, haptic devices are designed to provide a human user with the
ability to physically interact with either a virtual or remote environment. The word
“haptic” comes from the greek word haphe and refers to the sense of touch. As such a
haptic robotic device augments a user’s sensory feedback by providing tactile physical
sensory information in the form of forces, vibrations, motions or a combination of the
three.
Hayward compares the development of haptic devices to the development of the
computer monitor [36]. A blank piece of paper provides very little sensory information
other than the physical fact that it is a piece of paper with a fixed shape, thickness
and color. When encoded with information in the form of black or colored marks, the
paper can display information that is interpreted as text, language, images, ideas, etc.
However a printed sheet of paper typically can display only one fixed set of information
at a time. In comparison, a computer monitor encodes information no differently than
a piece of paper but allows that information to be changed dynamically to represent
a changing set information.
Similar to a piece of paper, a traditional computer input device such as a mouse
displays little physical information to the user other than size, shape, inertia, some
friction, etc. Furthermore, none of that information acts as an output from the
computer. However, much like a computer monitor, a haptic devices allow the physical
sensory information being returned to the user to be programmed, controlled and
changed dynamically. Simple commercial haptic devices include mice that vibrate or
bounce to let the user know that the cursor has rolled across an icon on the desktop or
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video game controllers that vibrate to let the player know that he has been attacked
or driven off the virtual road. A haptic device typically behaves as both an input
and an output device, for instance allowing the user to control a cursor in a virtual
environment (input) while simultaneously allowing the user to feel objects within that
environment (output).
An interesting multi-modal device has been dubbed “digital clay” and acts both as
a physical and visual output, changing shape to represent three-dimensional objects.
However at the same time, the digital clay device also provides haptic feedback to the
user allowing him to feel the physical properties of the object being displayed [88].
Haptic devices have found a long list of useful applications due primarily to the power
of the sense of touch. They extend in size from micro-scale [9] to the workspace of
automobile assembly [70], and their scope covers applications from surgery assis-
tance [87][72][50] to handling of hazardous materials [69]. In a subset of the possible
tasks utilizing haptic feedback, an operator can use a haptic device in teleoperation,
or remote control or a second device or robot. In this, a remote, or “slave” device is
controlled by a haptic “master” device. The user interacts with the remote environ-
ment through the master and the slave devices. Forces from the remote system are
transmitted to the human user through the actuation of the haptic master device.
Looking specifically at classification of haptic devices, they can be categorized
by the energetic nature of their actuators, either active or passive. Active devices
comprise the larger portion of existing haptic interfaces and are actuated by active
components such as electric motors, hydraulic or pneumatic actuators, etc. Active
devices can produce a large range of forces, limited by the maximum output of their
actuators as well as their kinematics; however due to their active nature, they can
also potentially have stability and therefore safety issues.
A much less common group, passive haptic devices are actuated with components
such a brakes, clutches or Continuously Variable Transmissions (CVTs) that either
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dissipate or redirect the energy that the operator supplies to the system. Devices
using CVTs redirect energy and are energetically neutral, while devices that use
clutches and brakes have the ability to dissipate energy through friction and are
subsequently deemed dissipative passive haptic devices [85]. Realistically all devices
dissipate some energy, but dissipative passive devices control and use dissipation to
produce haptic forces. All passive haptic devices share the trait that they can only
redirect or dissipate a user’s motion and therefore cannot generate arbitrary haptic
feedback. However, unlike an active device, passive haptic devices are inherently
stable and safe.
1.1 Research Overview
The research presented here begins from the standpoint that a dissipative passive
haptic device must be controlled differently from its active counterpart due to its
inherent differences in force generation. As compared to an active device, it can only
produce a small subset of possible endpoint forces at any given time. When moving,
the dissipative passive device can only produce forces that oppose the motion of the
user. If the device is stopped, it can only generate a reaction force to the user.
The research further focuses on using the dissipative passive haptic device in a
teleoperation scenario, producing haptic feedback based only on the knowledge of the
positions of the master and slave devices. As opposed to interacting with a virtual
environment, when operating in teleoperation the control system needs to be able
to generate feedback without much knowledge of the remote environment. In an
exploration task, the environment is completely unknown and the controller must
produce haptic feedback based only on the known states of the master and slave
devices. Furthermore, true teleoperation (as opposed to a virtual experiment or a
simulation) involves the real details of network-based communication as well as the
true dynamics of the slave device. Each of these components adds to the complexity of
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the teleoperation task, yet the topic merits exploration due to the obvious important
applications of teleoperation.
In a very general sense, the research attempts to answer the following three central
questions:
• Can a passive haptic device produce usable feedback when used in teleoperation?
• Does the passive haptic device provide as effective feedback as an active device
in teleoperation?
• In what tasks do the differences between the feedback provided by the passive
and active devices become negligible?
To answer these questions requires a true human-factors test comparing the per-
formance of subjects using both an active and a passive haptic device. However, along
the path to the end goal, three mini-projects developed that helped to shape the final
control algorithm.
The first of these side projects evaluates the network communications protocols
available in the LabVIEW system, comparing TCP/IP and UDP/IP communication
blocks over various portions of the local network and the internet. The results sur-
prisingly show little difference between the protocols, especially on the local network
used for the research.
The second of the smaller projects used in building the final controller attempts
to simulate human input to the haptic system using various systems attached to the
haptic master device. While the tests help validate the proper functioning of the
control system, it quickly becomes clear that simulation of human input provides
very little usable information on the haptic system.
In the most interesting of the early experiments, a group of test subjects help
define the resolution of a human operator with respect to direction. The results show
that the subjects are able to resolve force direction no better than 67.5 ◦. These
4
early results provide encouragement that the passive haptic system will provide use-
ful feedback even though the device cannot generate arbitrary forces. The human
operator cannot resolve the difference between an “accurate” force and something
that’s slightly different.
Out of the results of the early tests, development of an algorithm follows that uses
only the position of the master and slave devices to produce useful haptic feedback.
The algorithm operates under the constraints imposed by the passive actuators and
compensates for the dynamics of the master device when possible.
In the final phase of the research, the full control algorithm is tested alongside a
simpler version of the controller that uses information from a force sensor in the handle
of the master to close the force loop and a third controller that uses only a simple
virtual coupling between the master and slave. The human-factors testing includes
a teleoperation shape identification task where the subject explores a shape in the
workspace of the slave device, a task that simulates a point-to-point move around
an obstacle in the remote device’s workspace and a peg-in-hole task in the remote
environment. The subjects also complete the same three tasks with a commercially
available active haptic device. While the best test possible would use two devices
whose only differences involved the active versus passive nature of their actuators,
the tests instead provide a comparison between two specific haptic devices. However,
larger more broadly acceptable conclusions can be abstracted from the results.
Results from the testing show an expected difference between the active and pas-
sive devices; however, the results also show encouraging trends. They illustrate that
the passive device approaches the active device’s ability to represent large surface
features in teleoperation. Similar positive results suggest that the control algorithm
developed in this research provides nearly as effective feedback in tasks involving
moving from point to point as the active device.
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1.2 Contributions of This Research
Very briefly, the research presented here provides the following contributions to the
field of robotic control and specifically haptics. These contributions will be discussed
fully in the final chapter.
1. Evaluation of a passive haptic device in teleoperation.
2. Quantification of the effectiveness of a passive haptic device in arbitrary force
generation.
3. Creation and evaluation of a dynamic compensating controller for passive haptic
devices.
4. Quantification of human perception with respect to resolution of force direction
specifically on a passive haptic device.
5. Comparison of performance enhancement gained by the use of a passive and an
active haptic device.
6. Identification of tasks in which the passive haptic device provides performance




Loomis & Lederman [57] defined a haptic system as “a perceptual system which is
composed of the following subsystems: a tactile system that processes cutaneous
information (pressure, vibration, and thermal inputs), and a kinesthetic system that
registers position and movement from muscles, tendons and joints.” Starting from
that understanding, the haptic “system” includes not only the physical device being
designed and controlled but also its complex interaction with the human user. To gain
a full understanding of the background of the passive haptic research presented here, it
is important to look at a number of the components that have gone into the research.
The following section will begin with teleoperation (the birthplace of haptics) and
will include a look at current passive haptic devices, passivity-based control, similar
control topics and will conclude with a discussion of human perception, a very brief
background of how haptic devices interact with the human.
2.1 Teleoperation & Haptics
Modern haptic devices can be used to remotely control a second robotic device in
teleoperation or can function only as an interface to a computer or virtual environ-
ment. Either way, the haptic device controls a second device (either virtual or real)
and as such the origins of haptic devices can be traced to early research of Goertz in
the mid 1950s [31] [32]. As referenced by Hayward [36], the lineage of the modern
teleoperator can be followed back to the electro-mechanical teleoperators built by
Goertz to handle radioactive material. These devices represent the first designs of a
master-slave pair connected only by electrical components. The devices allowed a user
to effectively handle the dangerous materials without being in any danger themselves.
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Similar manipulators of the era used a direct coupling either mechanically or hydrauli-
cally from the master to the slave device [38]. Until the development of the modern
computer and subsequently the microprocessor, teleoperation systems involved direct
joint coupling either physically or electrically between the master and the slave (in
other words joint A on robot 1 follows directly with joint A on robot 2) due to the
fact that the inverse kinematics involved in translating between workspaces requires
a large amount of computational power. With the introduction of the processing
power that early computers and then the microprocessor represented, the complex
mathematical transformations between master and slave workspace became trivial [4].
Early research in the field of specifically haptic devices gained momentum around
1980. Bejczy of the Jet Propulsion Lab writes about the kinesthetic coupling between
the human user and a mechanical man-machine interface as one of the three focus
areas of future research in man-machine interfaces [4]. At the time, the state of the
art devices involved a real-time controller generating a force-reflection algorithm with
an update rate of 50Hz, but even with that low level of feedback, Bejczy realized the
importance of force reflection in man-machine interaction.
At this early stage of haptics research, the work of people like Klatzky [46],
Jones [41] and Gandevia [28] that focused on the perception of forces and their im-
pact on human perception drove the design and implementation of improved haptic
devices. A full section will follow discussing the role of human perception in haptics
research; however very briefly, these researchers focused on the importance of tactile
information in human interaction with the surrounding world. The research showed
that humans rely heavily on tactile feedback, and with that in mind the addition of
haptic feedback can greatly improve the man-machine interface.
Looking at the state of the art, haptic devices have found an interesting niche in
the field of medical instrumentation. In addition to the typical training devices, haptic
devices are now being applied to surgical procedures. These applications include cases
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where the devices allow a surgeon to perform remote surgeries as well as surgical
procedures in which the doctor shares control of the tool with the robotic device,
haptically enhanced surgeries. Quaid applies a haptic device as a surgical assistance
during bone sculpting in orthopedic surgery [72]. Similarly, Rossi & Boschetti, explore
the use of haptic devices to assist during neurosurgery and spine surgery [76][8].
Clanton demonstrates the uses of a novel interface for workspace scaling and its
application to microsurgery [18]. In all of these cases, the active device used provides
assistance to the human surgeon by sharing control of the tool. A passive device might
perform equally as well in such applications, but due to the nature of its actuators
there would never be any question about whether or not the doctor were in control
of the system.
2.2 Passive Haptics
Typically the first question about passive haptic hardware that one hears is “why?” A
simple answer is that the devices are guaranteed to be safe. Passivity of the actuators
guarantees the device’s inability to become unstable. In a system that utilizes no
mechanical advantage, the forces produced by definition will never be greater than
a reaction force to the input applied by the human operator. However, safety really
only represents the simplest answer to the question of “why?”
In a theoretical sense, a passive actuator can produce more force per unit of
volume or per unit mass than an active actuator. The typical automobile provides a
good example of this. The car’s active components (engine, drive-train, axles, wheels
and tires) make up a very large portion of the vehicle’s mass and volume while the
braking system is comparatively very small. However, even though they are small
and relatively light weight the brakes are designed to dissipate energy more quickly
than the motor can create it; by design vehicles decelerate more quickly than they
accelerate.
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With respect to energy, passive actuators can also produce much larger forces and
torques than active actuators with the same input energy. A friction brake requires
very little energy to actuate it, but it can produce very large torques. The low power
requirements make a passive device especially well suited for mobile applications.
Finally in a more esoteric sense, the most effective haptic devices of the future
will likely be hybrid devices, using both passive and active actuators. However, to
understand the fundamental issues in such devices it will be important to understand
the strengths and weaknesses of both portions of the device separately. A large
amount of research has focused on active devices, and the research presented here
attempts to help broaden the comparatively small field of research using passive
devices. The field of hybrid passive devices has also not yet been given much research
attention, however work at Georgia Tech by Tognetti [83] and preliminary publications
from Hayward [14] show a growing interest in the devices.
2.2.1 Passive Control
With respect to the control of haptic devices, possibly most relevant to the work to
date is the haptic control concept of passivity and its use in guaranteeing stability of
the human-machine interface [43][59]. Hannaford and Ryu first developed a haptic
control law that specifically addresses passivity [35]. An adaptation of impedance
control, the software implementation of passivity can guarantee stability of the hap-
tic device and thus the safety of the human user by never allowing the output energy
of the device to be positive. Ryu further extended time-domain passivity to tele-
operation systems by injecting damping into the haptic device to insure that it only
dissipates energy [77]. Similar approaches for stability and safety have been developed
by Lee and Li [52][53][54][55] who produced a control law that relaxes the required
knowledge about the remote system model and moves toward a more robust control
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system, insuring that the device remains stable in spite of possible mismatches be-
tween the actual dynamics of the system and the model used by the control scheme.
In all of these cases, the passivity of the controller forces the device to interact with
the human operator in a stable manner, guaranteeing the operator’s safety, but all of
this assumes no glitches in sensor information or in the hardware or software of the
control system. For very critical applications, this level of fault tolerance might not
be enough.
The idea of passivity has also been extended to teleoperation as an attempt to
handle network delay. Instead of communicating in terms of force and velocity, a
system using wave variables applies passivity theory by transforming the input and
outputs of the system in a way such that control variables become energy terms.
Passivity is then insured if the power in is more than or equal to the power out.
Anderson and Spong introduced the use of wave variables to handle network time-
delay in haptic teleoperation [3]. Niemeyer and Slotine extend this research slightly
and present theories on adaptive control of haptic devices making the original wave
variable approach more stable [67] [68]. Recent research at Georgia Tech. extends
upon these basics by adding predictors and the final human testing produced favorable
results [15]. In all cases, the variable transform produces a safe operating environment
for the human user and helps produce a usable system for teleoperation with time
delay.
In the above examples of passivity-based control, the energetic nature of the device
is enforced through software. The control schema attempt to ensure that an active
haptic system can be forced to remain passive by reading sensor values and calculating
output such that no energy is generated by the device. In contrast, haptic devices with
passive actuators insure passivity through the physical constraints of their hardware
and are therefore more fault-tolerant.
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2.2.2 CVT-Based Passive Hardware
As previously mentioned, passive haptic systems include both energetically neu-
tral and energetically dissipative devices. Colgate et. al have explored the use
of energetically neutral haptic devices that use continuously variable transmissions
(CVTs) as actuators that neither dissipate energy from nor add energy to the sys-
tem [70][71][63][64]. The devices are capable of producing very stiff virtual surfaces,
one method for judging a haptic device [24]; however, in free motion, they require
processing and actuation that can introduce lag into the system.
Colgate’s lab has produced multiple generations of devices, beginning with the
unicycle cobot [85]. The 2 DOF device shown in Fig. 2.1 uses a roller blade wheel
on a smooth surface to constrain the user’s motion to a single DOF path. The angle
of the wheel with respect to the human input changes the direction of force that the
user feels. Over the following years, the principles of the unicycle cobot have been
extended to full 6 DOF haptic devices [65]. In all cases, the devices use small active
actuators to control and redirect the flow of energy. While the devices all use active
actuators, none of the actuators actually applies forces directly or indirectly to the
user and thus the devices can still be considered truly passive.
2.2.3 Dissipative Passive Hardware
Dissipative devices produce forces by resisting user motion and dissipating energy.
Compared to the devices built around CVT actuators, dissipative devices have more
difficulty producing stiff virtual surfaces, but perform much better in free motion.
The actuation of a cobot causes a physical motion that in turn effects the output
force, possibly yielding slower response times than a system such that actuates a
brake.
Cho’s analysis of dissipative devices produced the concept of the Force Manipula-
bility Ellipsoid as a description of a haptic device’s capabilities within the workspace [16].
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Figure 2.1: Single DOF cobot used by Colgate
The shape and size of the ellipsoid at a given point in the device’s workspace describe
the possible output of the device at that point. Gao and Book extended this idea
and developed the concept of steerability, a passive haptic device’s ability to redirect
motion[30][29]. A “fully steerable” haptic device can produce forces that push the
user either to the left or right of an arbitrary trajectory. Gao’s analysis illustrated
regions of the workspace of a haptic device in which it is fully steerable, and as such
a user would want to stay within those regions so that the haptic device can produce
its full range of feedback.
Compared to the field of active haptic devices, few dissipative passive devices
currently exist. Other than the two devices developed through previous research at
Georgia Tech (to be discussed shortly), fewer than half of a dozen have published
research. Sakaguchi developed a planar device using electro-rheological (ER) brakes
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and a belt / pulley system to increase their force output but have produced only
a short list of publications none of which include human-factors testing [79] [27].
Matsuoka has developed the only 3-DOF device with published research, a large-
workspace device intended to guarantee user-safety [60]. However, recently the lab
has also produced a 6-DOF device using brakes to actuate three of the axes. The
device was introduced and a short paper has been published, but again no human
factors testing has been done [86]. Sing and Cho who developed the concept of
the force-manipulability ellipsoid have also recently published results using a 2DOF
passive haptic device. The device uses a tendon and brake drum combination to
increase the device’s endpoint force output of the 2-link manipulator [17]. Finally,
Wannasuphoprasit has presented a design for a planar passive device using linear
pneumatic cylinders (like controllable car shocks) but nothing has been published
about its completion or research using it [84].
At Georgia Tech, two dissipative devices have been used for research, both devel-
oped under Book. Charles developed the first device, PTER (Passive Trajectory En-
hancing Robot), that used friction brakes and clutches as actuation at its joints [19].
Impedance control of the device was explored by Gomes [33] as well as Swanson,
who also developed a velocity field control used in path following haptic experiments
and robust human-factors testing [81]. The research produced with each of these
devices focused on haptic interaction with a virtual environment and specifically on
controlling the user’s velocity to provide stable assistance in path following applica-
tions. Reed improved the hardware by developing MR PTER (Magneto-Rheological
Passive Trajectory Enhancing Robot), a re-configurable planar device using magneto-
rheological brakes for actuation [73]. The MR brakes produce smaller joint torques
and endpoint forces, but have a much faster response time and avoid some of the
problems associated with friction brakes and clutches. Reed then applied the velocity
field path following control to MR PTER and showed the improvements of the device
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over past versions through a short human-factors test [74].
The research presented here extends the previous passive haptic research to explore
the use of a passive master in teleoperation tasks. All passive haptic research thus far
has been focused on using the device to interact with a virtual or previously defined
environment [81]. The difficulty of a teleoperation task centers around the fact that
no a priori knowledge of the remote environment exists. The research presented here
will focus on producing haptic feedback generated based only on the knowledge of
the positions of the master and of the slave devices.
2.3 Other Similar Research
The research presented here also shows some similarity in a control sense to the
research of Bonivento and Melchiorri [7][61][62] whose current projects involve pro-
ducing haptic feedback using a wire actuated manipulator; however unlike other wire-
driven devices, the wires are not implemented in balancing pairs. Therefore at any
point in the workspace, only single-directional discrete forces can be generated by each
wire. Melchiorri and Bonivento demonstrated the abilities of this style of a device as
a portable haptic interface that looks like a backpack with wires that come over the
shoulder and between the elbow and side. The wires attach to a finger gimball with
which the operator interfaces. The device is capable of producing stiff surfaces that
produce reaction forces in a direction pointed toward the user. Figure 2.2 shows a
line drawing of their portable device and the way in which the human interacts with
it.
Possibly the most interesting application of the magnetorheological fluid currently
being pursued involves the work of Sgambulleri et al and their fully immersive device.
The user interacts with a pool of magneto-rheological fluid in which controllable
magnetic fields can produce shapes and surfaces in the liquid. With some increase in
resolution, the device could feasibly produce very interesting results in the future [80].
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Figure 2.2: Wire-driven Haptic Device
The industry-driven research using magneto-rheological devices has developed
mainly around the field of suspension systems both in automobiles and in mountain
bikes [10]. The Lord Corporation, the current leading supplier of magneto-rheological
devices, sees semi-active auto suspension systems as their main market [34] and cur-
rently supplies GM, Audi and Ferrari with components to improve ride quality.
Outside of the commercial applications, research involving MR dampers has be
extensively explored in vibration isolation for buildings and road structures. Both
Dyke and Carlson (former lab mates at Notre Dame, now at Washington Univer-
sity and Lord respectively) have explored the use of MR devices for seismic protec-
tion [20] [21] [40]. Their research focuses on using acceleration feedback to effectively
damp out seismic vibrations with semi-active magneto-rheological systems.
Both in suspension systems and in seismic control systems, the controller assumes
an oscillatory disturbance to be damped out, and the control system only applies
control effort when the desired direction of applied force counters the velocity (as is
required by the passive nature of the system, the details of which will be discussed
at length in the following sections). While these semi-active applications seem at
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first glance to share a good deal with the research presented here, the differences
become apparent after closer investigation. The haptic interface rarely encounters an
oscillatory input. Furthermore, much like the control approach that will be presented
shortly, the semi-active control systems do nothing to insure that the device operates
in the “controllable” range, only applying control effort when the velocity opposed
the direction of desired force.
2.4 Human Perception
Originally in the field of haptics, a large portion of the published research came from
the fields of psychology and human-computer interaction. It currently seems that
much of the focus has shifted toward the development and control of the electro-
mechanical systems, but it remains important to pay close attention to the human
element. Discussion of haptic feedback really only makes sense when understood in
conjunction with an understanding of how the user perceives the haptic stimuli.
Some of the earliest human factors testing came from Fitts in the early 1950’s.
Not only did he establish the theories that still drive user interface design [25], he also
looked at the human behavioral response to stimuli [26], the basis of the understanding
of how to influence a human user with haptic feedback.
In the more recent past, the idea of human cognitive modeling has impacted the
field of human-computer interaction research. Lochart and Murdock applied princi-
ples of signal detection theory to look at decision making based on stimuli [56]. The
early 80’s saw the introduction of the Human Model Processor (HMP) [13] out of
which the study of human cognitive architecture was born. The theories that devel-
oped out of the HMP attempted to fit the structure of human cognition into a block
diagram form to mimic the architecture of a computer. In a sense, this architec-
ture creates a limited human model that produces an output action or performance
given an input set of conditions. The ACT architecture developed by Anderson [2]
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and extended by Byrne [12] as well as the EPIC architecture developed by Kieras &
Meyer [44] represent the most widely accepted cognitive models. Realistically, the
inclusion of a human cognition model into a haptic control scheme makes very prac-
tical sense, but lies well out of the scope of the research presented here. Instead, the
background research focuses more specifically on understanding how humans interpret
physical stimuli.
Specifically with respect to perception in haptics, understanding of the role of
tactile feedback remains central to developing an algorithm for generating force feed-
back. Klatzky et al performed rigorous experiments to determine the human’s ability
to recognize known shapes by touch alone [46], finding that the subjects were able
to correctly identify the objects with roughly 96% accuracy (or 99% accuracy with
a slighly more relaxed scoring system). The authors warned that that the results
apply specifically to well-known shapes, but the research showed that with training,
a human user can gain immense amounts of information about their surroundings
from tactile feedback alone.
Klatzky next extended this research by adding a robotic manipulator into the
system. Her research in the late 1980s explored the interaction between visual and
haptic feedback and concluded that the increase in modes of feedback subsequently
increased speed of object recognition [45]. If each sense behaves approximately as a
separate information channel (as is proposed by most of the HMP models), Klatzky’s
conclusions should not be surprising. Increasing the number of information channels
subsequently increases the amount of information that the user can effectively process
at any given point in time.
The logical next question in this line of discovery focus on the ability of a human
to perceive difference in force information, effectively attempting to define the per-
ceptual resolution of the human. Research exploring the concept of “just noticeable
differences” (JND) attempts to answer this question.
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As early as the mid 1830’s, Webber found that for a human to perceive a difference,
a 10% change was required in the weight of a rougly 32 oz. object being lifted by the
hand and arm [75]. In more recent research, Brodie & Ross experimentally determined
similar JNDs in a task where the subject was asked to lift 2 oz. weights [11]. In an
experiment somewhat similar to the perceptual testing that will be presented later,
Jones reported force matching in the upper arm with a JND in the range of 5-9% [42].
Research in the field even extends to looking at a person’s specific JND threshold
and using that information as an early warning for disease and its implications on
rehabilitation [1].
All of these experimental procedures explore the JND with respect to magnitude
of force in full arm motion; however, very little previous research looks at force as
a vector quantity. Hurmuzulu reports a very simple test done to validate a newly
developed haptic device [39]. The results show poor performance in judging force
direction but the authors attribute it (possibly incorrectly) to poor haptic interface
performance. A more recent study by Tan specifically explores JND with respect
to angle of force and finds the threshold of human perception to be on the order of
25-33◦ [82]. These results in turn lead to an existential question of haptics research,
namely whether or not a haptic device should attempt to replicate remote or virtual
forces with complete accuracy. If not how should forces be replicated, and what are
the key components to producing useful feedback? The perceptual results should also





This chapter uses the device MR PTER as a visual example to facilitate the commu-
nication of the control theory; however, the equations and concepts presented here
apply to any dissipative passive device that can be divided into one or more two-
link serial robots connecting the base to the handle with which the human interacts.
Furthermore, an extension to longer serial robots only requires minimal extra effort.
The following should show that the feedback generated by the device improves as the
number of non-redundant actuators in it increases
Passive haptic devices present the somewhat unique control difficulty that they
cannot produce arbitrary forces to be displayed to the user. They can only produce
forces that oppose motion of a user or oppose the input force of a user when the ve-
locities of the actuated joints reach zero. It is important to understand the differences
between an active device and a passive device and to understand the the details of
the passive system’s force generation to be able to understand and develop a control
scheme. The following section will begin by presenting the simplest actuation scheme,
an on-off scheme that fully actuates a single joint at a time. The discussion will then
move to a scheme that actuates multiple brakes at a time in an attempt to generate
a force in an arbitrary direction.
The second portion of this chapter discusses the actual haptic force to be displayed
to the user during a teleoperation task. Three control schemes are presented defining
three different ways to determine what force should be output. The first scheme
represents a simple application of a typical teleoperation virtual coupling between
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Figure 3.1: Line-drawing of MR PTER
uses feedback from a force sensor in the human-interface handle to close the loop on
the force controller. The final scheme uses the dynamics of the system as a component
of the force being displayed and in doing so will compensate for certain components
of the dynamic forces felt by the user
3.1 Force Generation
Completely locking a brake of the passive device will force the device to move along a
single degree of freedom circular path (effectively simplifying the device from a two-
link, 2 DOF device to a one-link single DOF device). At any point in the workspace
of the device there exists one such single DOF path for each non-redundant passive
actuator, and for every non-singular point in the workspace these paths are unique.
As an illustrative example, begin by looking at the configuration of MR PTER
shown in Fig. 3.1. MR PTER is a planar parallelogram-shaped manipulator (re-
configurable such that the base joints are not coaxial) with brakes actuating base
joints A & B as well as the “elbow” joint E (in the configuration with non-coaxial
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base joints, another brake is located at joint C). The base angles θA and θB, are
measured using encoders. The human interfaces with the device through a handle
and a 6-DOF force / torque sensor at joint D, and the handle is allowed to freely
rotate.
Using the example of MR PTER, each point in the workspace has three unique
paths that correspond to locking each of the brakes, the directions of which are






pE to represent the paths created by locking brakes A, B & E, and the directions are
guaranteed to be unique as long as the device does not enter a singular configuration.
At any given point in the workspace, the force produced by a specific brake is
perpendicular to the single DOF path that would be generated by locking that brake.
Locking a joint allows the device to rotate freely along the single DOF path as if the
device were a single link, thus it conceptually follows that the device can only produce
forces that are in line with that single equivalent member. The force can point either
toward the center of rotation or away from the center of rotation depending on the
endpoint velocity. Figure 3.3 shows the direction of forces at the same configuration






fE in the negative
and positive direction to represent all possible directions of force that can be generated
by the individual brakes A, B & E.
The forces generated at the endpoint of the manipulator cannot have a compo-
nent in the direction of the endpoint velocity. Doing so would increase the endpoint
velocity and would therefore violate the inherent passivity die to the fact that a force
component in the direction of motion would increase the system’s energy. With the
endpoint velocity shown in Fig. 3.3, the dashed vectors represent forces that cannot




defines the region of un-producible forces. This






Figure 3.2: Single DOF path lines
From here forward, the discussion will deal with forces only when the input di-






fE to represent the forces
generated by actuating brakes A, B & E. Furthermore, from here forward it will be
assumed that the force to be displayed to the user is called
⇀
fh, the haptic force. The
calculation of
⇀
fh will be discussed in the next section. Actuation schemes only apply
if
⇀
fh is at least
π
2




In the simplest actuation scheme, the brake that produces a force closest in direction
to
⇀
fh is actuated. In Fig. 3.4, brake A would be actuated for the haptic force direction
⇀
fh1, and brake B would be actuated for force direction
⇀
fh2. The difference in the
actuated force
⇀
fA and the desired force
⇀
fh1 will be called the angular error or θerror.
Work has been done exploring the achievable results using this control scheme in a

















Figure 3.4: Brake forces with a defined velocity
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sections.
This single brake actuation scheme can only produce forces in unique directions,
effectively discretizing the force generation to the number of actuators. In the case of
MR PTER, the actuation can produce force in three discrete directions, but if MR
PTER’s base joints were moved so that they were not co-axial a brake at joint C
would be non-redundant and would produce a fourth discrete brake force.
Assuming that the direction of
⇀
fh and the direction of the endpoint velocity are
completely arbitrary at any point in the workspace, it is possible to compute the
average of the difference between the direction of the commanded force
⇀
fh and the
direction of the actuated force. This will be referred to as the “average angle error” or
Avg(θerror) from now on. Since both velocity and haptic force direction are considered
random variables in the sense that they can be in any direction, the average angle
error is actually an average over both variables.
At a given point in the workspace, each brake of an n-brake device produces
a force along a line, and these force lines divide the workspace into 2*n regions as
shown in Fig. 3.5. The regions are symmetric about a line between the force directions
labeled en and e1, so the analysis will look at n regions. The average angle error can
be calculated by multiplying the probability that the velocity lies within a certain
region by the average angle error within the region and summing over all regions.
Equation 3.1 shows this relationship somewhat explicitly in a form reminiscent of an
entropy function from information theory or a variance function from statistics.
Avg (θerror) =
∑
P (region) ∗ (AverageV alue) (3.1)
Since the velocity direction is assumed to be an unknown random variable, it’s
equally as likely for it to be at any position within the possible π range. Therefore,
the probability of having an input velocity within a certain region equals the size of















The direction of velocity defines the region of Figs. 3.5 & 3.6 in which the control
operates. More explicitly, the line perpendicular to the velocity defines the region
because forces can only be generated that are greater than or less than π
2
radians
away from the velocity. Figure 3.6 shows a specific velocity and position within the
workspace of MR PTER, and the dotted line defines the region of producible forces.
Figure 3.7 shows the angular error as the commanded force ranges over all possible
values for the configuration in Fig. 3.6. The average angle error can be understood
graphically by dividing the area under the line in Fig. 3.7 by the range (in this case
π), essentially integrating the error over all possible values of θf and dividing by the
range.
The velocity direction must also range over the full extent of the region. This
motion is shown in Fig. 3.8 as the velocity moves through the range of the region (as
the perpendicular to the velocity moves between e2 & e3. In doing so, the bracketed








Figure 3.6: Brake forces at a specific configuration and velocity
θf












Figure 3.8: Varying of the velocity direction through a region
θf




Figure 3.9: Angle error corresponding to varying the velocity direction
Using MR PTER, the average angle error for each region with a specific configu-




θ23 + (π − θ2)
2)+ ((θ1 − θ3)2 + (θ2 − θ1)2)
4π
(3.3)
The Avg(θA) at any point in the workspace can then be found by combining
Eqns. 3.1, 3.2 & 3.3. This complex equation takes the form of a double integral, the
evaluation of which can then be plotted over the entire workspace of the device to
provide a visualization of the ability of the device to produce an arbitrary force at a









Figure 3.10: Multi-brake actuation variables
3.1.2 Multi-Brake Actuation
A more complex actuation scheme involves simultaneously using multiple brakes. If
the force to be generated,
⇀
fh, lies between two brake forces, they can be actuated in
unison to produce an output force that matches the direction of
⇀
fh. In Fig. 3.4
⇀
fh2
would represent one such force. However if
⇀
fh does not lie between two brake forces as
is the case with
⇀
fh1 in Fig. 3.7 the nearest brake would be the only possible actuation
For calculation of this actuation scheme, the discussion uses the variables shown
in Fig. 3.10. Assume
⇀




f2. These forces are the resultant of a unit actuation of a brake, and are therefore
a function of both endpoint velocity and kinematics and are calculated similar to
Eqn. 3.4. Since there are more brakes and therefore more input torques than degrees
of freedom, the Jacobian of the system is non-square. To calculate the endpoint forces,
a square (2x2) sub-matrix of the Jacobian is used that corresponds to the two input
torques as in Eqn. 3.4. In this equation, the subscripts of the Jacobian components
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Figure 3.11: Single brake average angle error
represent the relationship between the cartesian and joint space variables. A similar
equation can be derived to relate the torques at any pair of joints to the endpoint












The force generated by a unit brake actuation can be found by sequentially setting
each brake torque to a unit strength and the other three torques to zero, then calcu-
lating the endpoint force. In this case, the angle of the two brake forces on either side
of
⇀
fh is denoted by θ1 or θ2. The variable
⇀
f1 denotes the force generated by a unit
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torque of joint 1, and
⇀
f2 is the result of a unit torque of joint 2. The variable θh de-
fines the direction of
⇀
fh. The brakes are actuated so that the resultant endpoint force
matches the direction of
⇀




f2 in Eqn. 3.5 must match the tangent of
⇀
fh. This yields Eqn. 3.6
















The output force will match the direction of
⇀
fh, if the ratio of brake actuation,
defined as variables V1 & V2 assuming that the output torque is proportional to the
command voltage, matches the ratio of a to b. All of this can be normalized to match
the magnitude of the commanded force,
⇀








V 21 + V
2
2 = |fh| (3.10)









Similar to the discussion of angle error with the single-brake actuation, an average
angle error can be found throughout the workspace with this multi-brake actuation
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Figure 3.12: Angle error at a specific point and endpoint velocity
as well. In this case, if the desired output force lies between two brake forces, in
theory θerror goes to zero. Note that this analysis assumes a quasi-static case since
the dynamics are currently ignored. Figure 3.12 depicts this relationship graphically.
Therefore for the same configuration and known endpoint velocity that was used in
looking at the single-brake actuation, the average angle error is defined by Eqn. 3.13
and corresponds to Eqn 3.11. Throughout the workspace, this equation is integrated
and averaged over both velocity and desired force, the result of which is graphed
in Fig. 3.13. Note that the maximum values are the same for the two actuation









The idea of matching force direction follows in line with the previous research done by
Gao [30]; however his path-following theories do not directly apply to teleoperation.
The idea of matching the direction of an arbitrary force is far more important in a
sense than the ability to steer to the left or right. Furthermore, test results presented
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Figure 3.13: Average angle error using multi-brake actuation
in following chapters will define a human perceptive resolution as 67.5 ◦ or roughly π
3
radians. Applying this to the idea of Avg(θerror), if the device operates in a region
where Avg(θerror) is lower than the perceptive threshold, on average the passive device
will be able to produce a force that the human perceives to be the same as the
desired haptic force. Much like the concept of “fully steerable,” a device whose entire
workspace has an Avg(θerror) smaller than
π
3
would perform very well at arbitrary
force generation. The human perceptive threshold creates a very real guideline that
quantifies the quality of a passive haptic device in teleoperation.
The magnitude of the output force also plays a central role in the ability to repro-
duce forces. The preceding definitions and discussion have neglected this portion of
the passive device’s force generation capabilities. Assuming that the passive actuators
have a maximum torque τmax and again using the Jacobian defined in Eqn. 3.4, by
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Figure 3.14: Minimum force to overcome actuation of brake A or B
Figure 3.15: Minimum force to overcome actuation of brake E
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sequentially setting one joint torque to τmax and the others to zero, minimum force re-
quired to overcome τmax can be found across the workspace. For instance, if operating
toward the outer edge of the workspace, τmax at brake A or B can only resist a very
small endpoint force as seen in Fig. 3.14 which shows the force production of those
two brakes over the workspace for a given actuation. Similarly, Figure 3.15 shows a
plot of the endpoint force produced by a given actuation of brake E. Note that these
plots do not have units on the force axis, because in reality the units mean very little
except in an absolute sense. The analysis focuses more on relative force throughout
the workspace, and a “better” device would have a flatter three-dimensional curve
over its workspace.
Looking at the system as a whole, it makes further sense to judge the device
using a combined understanding of all brakes in the device. At a specific point in
the workspace, one actuator might be able to resist very large forces while the others
might not. Unless the control intends to utilize the actuator capable of producing the
high force, very little force will be able to be generated. Figure 3.16 illustrates the
minimum force to overcome any actuator over the workspace of MR PTER. Again,
better devices will have larger sections of their workspace with a flat portion of this
plot.
These two metrics, θerror & Fmax have been chosen for analyzing the quality of a
given passive haptic device; however they by no means represent the ideal metrics to
judge a device. They provide a very physical starting point from which analysis can
build. Still, these metrics make little sense without some grasp of the psycho-physical
understanding of the human-device interface. Results presented later in this research
regarding the perception ability of a human operator will show the need for using
different metrics to judge the effectiveness of a passive haptic device.
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Figure 3.17: Controller diagram
3.2 Controller Force Calculation
To understand the control of a passive system, one must first understand the way in
which the device can generate force. However as in any haptic system, attention must
be paid to the force being displayed to the human user. In an attempt to provide
useful haptic feedback, two simple schemes have been developed to determine what
force should be displayed to the user (a simple virtual coupling and a closed loop
method) as well as one more complicated method. The following sections will present
the three haptic force algorithms. In all cases, the control system for the master
device needs only to know the position information from the slave device to calculate
the force to be displayed. Figure 3.17 shows a block diagram of the system.
3.2.1 Virtual Coupling Feedback
Traditionally in a simple teleoperation scheme, the force displayed to the user is
proportional to the difference in position between the endpoint of the master and the
slave, a virtual coupling is developed between the two devices. In this scheme, the
slave follows the master, and the human interacting with the master feels as if a virtual
spring connects the master to the slave. In such a scheme, Eqn. 3.14 defines K as the
virtual spring constant that sets the strength of the haptic coupling. Equation 3.15
represents the haptic force
⇀






f coupling= K ∗ (ps − pm) (3.14)
⇀







Figure 3.18: Error between commanded force and output force
This is the simplest of the three actuation schemes presented here, but it will be
used as the base for the following two. In all three, the force felt by the user will
be represented as a virtual spring, but the closed-loop and dynamic compensating
control schemes will include an extra term.
3.2.2 Closed-Loop
Not much more complicated than the basic feedback, the closed-loop scheme uses
the measured input force to close the loop with respect to force generation. In time
step n, the commanded force
⇀
fh from time step n− 1 which will be called
⇀
f h(n−1) is
compared to the actual force measured at the handle, called
⇀
f measured(n) or {Fx, Fy}.
The difference in the two,
⇀
f diff is then subtracted from the desired
⇀
f coupling for time
step n and the corrected force is displayed to the user. The coupling force
⇀
f coupling}
is still defined as before by Eqns. 3.14 and 3.15. Equations 3.16 and 3.17 rigorously
















Figure 3.19: Corrected commanded force
In theory, this simple closing of the loop will compensate for any imperfections





is relatively small and that the state of the system (both velocity and position) has
not changed significantly between time step n − 1 and n. Under these assumptions,
the simple error feedback will be able to compensate for friction in the system, as
well as the system dynamics and any other non-ideal system behavior with minimal
cost to the system. The simple calculations add basically no extra load to the control
system.
3.2.3 Dynamic Compensating Controller
Most active haptic devices use some form of dynamic compensation to increase the
transparency of the system. The control system can actively negate the dynamics
of the master device within certain ranges of input allowing the user to feel only
the forces from the virtual or remote environment, effectively making the master
transparent.
Passive devices do not have this luxury over a broad range of states due to the fact
that they cannot violate their own hardware-enforced passivity. Figure 3.20 shows a
two link device. If a constant endpoint velocity lies anywhere within the region labeled
“passive dynamic compensation possible,” it is possible for a passive actuator at the
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passive dynamic compensation possible
v
Figure 3.20: Passive dynamic compensation
elbow joint to produce a torque that compensates for the centripetal component of
the dynamic forces generated by the second link.
Using the principal of transparency as a basis, a component is included in the
calculation of the haptic force to be displayed to the user that compensates for a
portion of the dynamics of the device. Effectively, the commanded force would be
using the dynamic forces felt by the user as part of the haptic force to be displayed. If
the calculated dynamic force is a good approximation of the dynamics of the device, by
subtracting the dynamic force from the coupling force the user then feels a force that
is actually closer to what the coupling force would be without the master dynamics.
This in turn increases the transparency of the device, making it more able to display
forces without the user feeling its dynamics.
A human user interacting with a haptic device has a bandwidth with a maximum
of approximately 5Hz. Furthermore, a stiff passive device tends to have a good
amount of mass. Therefore, for the calculation of the dynamic forces felt by the user,
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an assumption has been made that the dynamic forces can be well approximated by
assuming that the known velocity is constant. In an implementation sense, this allows
the dynamics to be calculated as a simple algebraic equation without having to run
an online, real-time simulation.
The constant velocity assumption is valid for two main reasons. First, estimation
of the velocity yields a somewhat noisy signal; however estimation of acceleration
yields a very noisy signal, unacceptable for use in control calculations. Furthermore,
the assumption of constant velocity focuses the control calculations on coriolis and
centripetal forces, the less intuitive components of the dynamic forces. As a user
interacts with a haptic device, he or she expects to feel the inertia. However, coriolis
and centripetal forces tend to be more difficult to intuitively understand. These
justifications led to the assumptions of constant velocity for the control calculation.
Typically, the system of dynamic equations for a device would take the form
of Eqn. 3.18. The term q represents the generalized coordinates of the system, M
represents the equivalent mass or inertial matrix, V represents the non-linear terms
and terms that are a function of the derivatives of q such as the coriolis and viscous
damping, G represents forces based only on the configuration of the device such as
gravity, and Q represents the generalized forces or inputs to the system.
M (q) q̈ + V (q, q̇) + G (q) = Q (3.18)
For a device having more generalized coordinates than independent degrees of free-
dom, an appropriate derivation of the dynamics would include constraint equations
and Lagrange multipliers. Assuming that the dynamics are in the form of Eqn. 3.19
where A & Ȧ come from the constraint equations, and λ are the Lagrange multipliers.
 M (q) −AT (q, q̇)





 Q− V (q, q̇)−G (q)
Ȧ (q, q̇) q̇
 (3.19)
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 M (q) −AT (q, q̇)
−A (q, q̇) [0]

−1  Q− V (q, q̇)
Ȧ (q, q̇) q̇
 (3.20)
In an implementation sense, the independent generalized coordinates will be mea-
sured, and the dependent generalized coordinates can be calculated using the con-
straint equations. Approximating the q̇ terms, assuming no torques at the joints of a
system, and assuming a constant cartesian velocity ẋ, ẏ, the system of equations can





f dynamic, the control can compensate for the dynamics of the system just as
⇀
f diff is used in the closed loop controller. Combining this with Eqns. 3.14 and 3.15
gives the new definition of
⇀
fh shown in Eqns. 3.21 and 3.22.
⇀









The preceding equations and control systems will be applied to MR PTER and




While the preceding section used MR PTER as an example to discuss the control
schema developed for providing haptic feedback with a passive master, this section
will more specifically address the the entire testbed (including MR PTER) and the
systems used to evaluate the controllers.
4.1 Master Device
While the research focuses on passive haptic devices, the question will invariably arise
as to how the passive device compares to an active device. Therefore as part of the
testbed used in this research, there will be a second master device, a commercially
available active device. This section will begin by fully discussing the passive master
and will then briefly discuss the active device.
4.1.1 MR PTER
Figure 4.1 again shows a line drawing that illustrates the two degree of freedom
(DOF) 5-link manipulator developed in previous research by Reed & Book [73] [74].
The current configuration of the device has joints A & B fixed to the base of the
device so that they are co-axial, making the 5-link device have one link of length
zero. As previously stated, this device will be used as the haptic master to test the
control algorithms developed in the preceding chapter.
The two base joints, A & B as well as joint E are actuated using LORD magneto-
rheological brakes (MRB-2107-3). Figure 4.1 illustrates the brakes as larger circles at
the joints. Note that the device is reconfigurable and moving joints A & B so that
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Figure 4.1: Line-drawing of MR PTER
C. In the setup used for this research, the brake at joint C has been replaced by an
aluminum spacer, an axle and bearings to maintain the shape of the device and to
minimize the friction at the un-actuated joint. Similarly, joint D and the handle have
bearings installed to minimize friction. In his previous research, Reed spent a good
amount of effort characterizing the MR brakes used in the device. He found the rise
time of the brakes to be in the range of 5ms [73] [74].
Position feedback of the system is provided by two Dynamics Research Corpora-
tion HS30C176B15M5000 Quadrature Optical Encoders, one located at each of the
joints A & B. The resolution approaches 50,000 counts through the angular region of
the workspace. The encoders measure the angles shown in the figure as θA and θB.
Force information is obtained by using an ATI Gamma Force/Torque sensor that
connects between the endpoint of the device and the handle. The force sensor inter-
faces with the control system through the analog output of its amplifier box. The
PXI hardware reads the analog values for the two planar directions of force within
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each iteration of the control loop.
As discussed in the control chapter, the passive actuators cannot compensate for
the majority of the dynamic forces. Therefore to try to compensate physically for
some of the dynamics, MR PTER has been significantly lightened by machining out
large volumes of each link. A simple model of the device was used to calculate a
maximum deflection of 1
8
when loaded with 30lbs. The links were then machined out
to look like an I-beam with a 1
4
in fillet where the 3
16
in web meets the 3
8
in flange of the
I-beam. The final mass and inertia properties of the links used in the controller can
be found in Table A.1.
4.1.1.1 Kinematics
Using MR PTER with co-axial base joints as in Fig. 4.1 with equal link lengths
greatly simplifies the kinematic equations of the device. With these constraints, the
translation between joint space and cartesian space takes the relatively simple form
or Eqns. 4.1 and 4.2.
x = Lcos(θA) + Lcos(θB) (4.1)
y = Lsin(θA) + Lsin(θB) (4.2)
Differentiation of the relationship between cartesian and joint space yields the
relationship between the cartesian velocity of the endpoint and the joint velocities
shown in Eqns. 4.3 and 4.4.
ẋ = −Lsin(θA)θ̇A − Lsin(θB)θ̇B (4.3)
ẏ = Lcos(θA)θ̇A + Lcos(θB)θ̇B (4.4)
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Substituting the relationship between θA, θB & θE from Eqn. 4.5 yields a relation-
ship between each of the joint velocities and the cartesian endpoint velocity. Using
that, the Jacobian can be developed in the form of Eqn. 4.6.
2π = θA − θB + θE (4.5)
ẋ = Jθ̇ (4.6)
The non-square Jacobian for MR PTER (non-square due to the fact that there
are more joints than degrees of freedom), is broken into two square Jacobian matrices
shown in Eqns. 4.7 & 4.8, the elements and complete derivations of which can be


























Previous research using MR PTER defined the system using 10 generalized coordi-
nates [74]. So as to simplify the controller calculations, the system has been redefined
using 5 generalized coordinates shown in Fig. 4.2 and Eqn. 4.9 and one input to the
system for each generalized coordinate as represented by the generalized forces in
Eqn. 4.10. This still leaves an over-constrained system having 2 independent gener-
alized coordinates and 3 dependent generalized coordinates. Three constraint equa-
tions, Eqns. 4.11, 4.12 & 4.13, define the relationships between the 5 generalized
coordinates.
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Figure 4.2: Generalized coordinates of MR PTER
q = {x, y, θA, θB, θE} (4.9)
Q = {Fx, Fy, τA, τB, τE} (4.10)
C1 ⇒ Lcos(θA) + Lcos(θB)− x = 0 (4.11)
C2 ⇒ Lsin(θA) + Lsin(θB)− x = 0 (4.12)
C3 ⇒ 2π − θA + θB − θE = 0 (4.13)
The dynamics will be defined using the form of Eqn. 4.14 which is developed by
using the Lagrange approach with constraint equations, the derivation of which can
be found in Appendix A.
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 M (q) −AT (q, q̇)





 Q− V (q, q̇)−G (q)
Ȧ (q, q̇) q̇
 (4.14)
The equivalent mass matrix M is a function of the generalized coordinates. The
matrix A and its derivative Ȧ come from the constraint equations using Eqn. 4.15.
All of the non-linear terms and terms not multiplied by q̈ are grouped into V , and





All of these matrices can be evaluated relatively easily at each step of the control
system. For a complete derivation of the dynamic equations as well as the values of
each of the matrices, please see Appendix A.
4.1.1.3 Simulation
A full simulation of the system that included human, master dynamics, master-slave
communication, slave dynamics, slave-master communication and force feedback was
begun; however after a good amount of work, the full simulation was abandoned.
Simulation of the communication provided the first sticking point and was originally
modeled as a simple one time step delay, but that was an over simplification. The
human-master interaction provided the final section that led to the abandonment of
a full simulation.
As reported by Tognetti who collected a list of human dynamic models for his
thesis [83], there exists a broad range of ways to model the human driver in a haptic
system. In his research he also presented and validated a new model significantly
different from the others he reported; a summary of this can be found in Table 5.1.
All of these models assume that the human is either trying to move in a specific way
or that the operator is trying to resist motions of the haptic system. Either of these
approaches neglects the cognition of the human operator.
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Producing a fully robust model of the entire system would require a model of
human cognition. When the operator feels the feedback from the master device the
human response depends on the task, prior training, the operator’s mood, fatigue
level and many other variables. This difficulty is especially important for a passive
device because if the haptic master is being controlled based on position (as is the
control scheme being presented here), the human closes the loop and provides the
motion of the master device.
All of this said, portions of the system definitely need to be simulated to validate
the controller before implementing it in a human-factors test. The behavior of the
slave device can easily be verified by observing its motion and response to known
inputs. The communication delays which will be directly addressed in a subsequent
section are assumed to be constant and smaller than the period of the control loop.
However, the dynamic model of the system requires validation before implementation.
Developed using the preceding approach and implementing the physical parameters
in Table A.1 in the full equations of motion listed Appendix A, the dynamic equations
take the form of a system of differential algebraic equation (DAEs).
LabVIEW’s Simulation Toolkit combined with the LabVIEW MathScript feature
allows for an easy simulation of the DAEs. The code used for the simulation can
be seen in Appendix B. Note that the simulation uses both graphical and text-based
coding of the equations. Also note that the code calculates the initial conditions of the
dependent generalized coordinates based on the independent generalized coordinates.
4.1.1.4 Control System
The system is controlled using a National Instruments (NI) PXI compact, ruggedized
computer. The PXI-8175 controller being used operates under LabVIEW Real Time
OS and runs on a Pentium III 866MHz processor with 512MB of RAM. Certain
portions of the results were gathered while the system was not running in real-time.
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For those tests, similar code was running under WindowsXP and was programmed
using LabVIEW 7.1.
Analog and Digital I/Os are run through a PXI-6070E DAQ card, and the encoder
signals are pre-processed using a US Digital LS7084. The chip eases the processing
of the encoder signal by decoding the encoder channel A and channel B signals. It
then sends a direction and step signal to a dedicated counter channel on the PXI-
6070E card. The three MR brakes require the use of an extra analog output card,
PXI-6711, and external Advanced Motion Controls 12A8 PWM amplifiers powered
by an Advanced Motion Controls PS4X300W Power Supply.
The event-based control of the master is achieved using LabVIEW RT. A priori-
tized, asynchronous multi-threaded control structure has been developed to separate
the communications threads from the threads that control the system. This provides
a more stable real-time application. The same architecture was developed both un-
der LabVIEW RT and under LabVIEW for WindowsXP; however the application
running under LabVIEW RT produces more deterministic results than one running
under WindowsXP.
4.1.2 Application of Control Algorithms
Possibly the most important section of the testbed discussion with regard to the
research presented here focuses on the application of the control principles developed
in the previous section specifically to the hardware of MR PTER. The overall flow
of information can be seen in Fig. 4.3. The forces measured by the ATI sensor are
represented as F1 and F2. A transformation matrix takes the force value as well as
the angles of the base joints θA & θB and shifts those variables into the cartesian
workspace fixed to the base yielding Fx, Fy, x & y. An estimator calculates a value
for the endpoint velocities ẋ & ẏ. The controller takes these values as well as the








































Figure 4.4: Expanded view of the controller
V2 & V3 that represent voltages applied to the MR brake controllers. The resultant
forces of the actuation as well as the user input are applied to MR PTER and an
acceleration of the system results.
An expanded portion of the controller can be seen in Fig. 4.4. The block labeled
“haptic force algorithm” has the responsibility of calculating the haptic force and is
dependent on the position of the master and the slave ({xm, ym} and {xs, ys}) and
the estimated velocity of the master {ẋm, ẏm}. Also, if using the dynamic compen-
sating controller, the input force, {Fx, Fy} becomes an input when calculating the
force to be displayed
⇀
fh, hence the dashed line. To facilitate the calculations of the
actuation scheme, the controller breaks vector quantity
⇀




After some of the early testing, the “low speed condition” block was added to
the controller. Before that, the control system became indeterminate when the end-
point velocity approached zero. Looking back to the controller section and specifically
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the definition of the forces produced by each brake, as the velocity in Fig. 3.3 ap-
proaches zero, the control scheme can no longer discriminate between producible and
non-producible forces. When the velocity drops below a specified threshold, the con-
troller from using the endpoint velocity and uses the direction of the input force to
approximate velocity.
Looking at the device as a static system, the force at the handle functions in the
controller just as the velocity would in a dynamic system. The passive nature of
the device means that it can only provide a reaction force to the input of the user.
Exactly as if the device were resisting motion, the direction of the input force defines
the direction of force that each of the brakes can produce.
4.1.2.1 Virtual Coupling
To insure that the workspace of the master (variables denoted by a subscript “m”)
and the slave (variables denoted by a subscript “s”) match, the control system has to
scale and shift either the workspace of the master or the slave. However, to facilitate
the calculation of the force to be displayed, the shifting and scaling follow Eqns. 4.16
& 4.17 where the “bar” values shift the axes and the s scales between the workspaces.
Note that the x & y values are scaled by the same amount so that the aspect ratio
of coordinate systems remain the same.
x̂s = s ∗ (xs + x̄) (4.16)
ŷs = s ∗ (ys + ȳ) (4.17)
After shifting and scaling the coordinate systems, the magnitude of the haptic
force |fh| is proportional to the difference between the position of the master and the
slave and can be calculated from Eqn. 4.18.
|fh| = |fcoupling| = K ∗
√
(xm − x̂s)2 + (ym − ŷs)2 (4.18)
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The direction of the haptic force to be generated,
⇀
e h gets calculated in the control








As in the chapter about the theory of the controller, the next two controllers are
based on a virtual coupling with an added term.
4.1.2.2 Closed Loop
When closing the loop in the haptic force calculation with respect to the input of the
force sensor, the displayed haptic force takes the form from Eqn. 3.17. In practice, the
magnitude of the virtual coupling force takes the form of Eqn. 4.20 and the direction
⇀
e h takes the form of Eqn. 4.21.
|fh| =
√



























Like the closed loop controller applied in the previous section, the dynamic com-
pensating controller starts with the basic coupling force
⇀
e coupling and following with
Eqn. 3.14 & 3.15. However instead of compensating with a feedback term, the dy-
namic compensating controller subtracts a calculated dynamic force from the coupling
force. The system of equations takes the previous form of Eqn. 3.19.
In practice the dynamic compensation controller makes the assumptions of Eqn. 4.22.
Therefore in the dynamic equations shown in Eqn. 3.20 the only unknowns are{
θ̈A, θ̈B, θ̈E, Fx, Fy
}
, the state velocities {q̇}, and the Lagrange multipliers {λ1, λ2, λ3}.
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However estimation of the derivatives of the independent variables ẋ & ẏ in the con-
troller makes it possible to also calculate the values of θ̇A, θ̇B & θ̇E. This leaves a
solvable algebraic system of equations and unknowns.
ẍ = ÿ = τA = τB = τE = 0 (4.22)
Rearranging the dynamic equations yields an equation for {Fx−D, Fy−D}T in the
basic form of Eqn. 4.24, the specific equations and derivation see the controller section
of Appendix A. The cartesian components, Fx−D and Fy−D yield the resultant vector











Fx−D = f(θA, θ̇A, θB, θ̇B) (4.24)
After having found the dynamic forces {Fx−D, Fy−D}, the steps to calculating
⇀
f h
follow the same steps as before. Equation 4.25 shows the calculation of |fh| and






















Implementation of the dynamic compensator should allow the control system to
utilize the dynamics of the system to its advantage. Doing so will also increase
the transparency of the MR PTER even though the passive device cannot entirely
compensate for its own dynamics.
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To gain a better understanding of the magnitude of the dynamic force in rela-





f dynamic. The assumption will be made that the
device is operating in the middle portion of the workspace such that the position can








Data collected from the tests shows that an x and y endpoint velocity shown in
Eqn. 4.28 would not be unreasonable.
ẋ = 100(cm/s)
ẏ = 50(cm/s) (4.28)
Also the difference in master and slave position found in Eqn. 4.29 would not be
unreasonable in the testbed.
xm − x̂s = −0.346(cm)
ym − ŷs = 0.08(cm) (4.29)




f dynamic with the physical parameters of MR PTER shown in Table A.1 as well




e coupling = −.227(rad)
|fdynamic| = 0.283N
⇀
e dynamic = 0.796(rad) (4.30)
The position and velocities in this example may be contrived and might not make
complete physical sense; however they do represent real possibilities with respect to
magnitude. Regardless, with those values the calculated dynamic force obviously
impacts the force felt by the user and the force displayed by the controller.
4.1.3 PHANTOM
A PHANTOM Premium 1.0 shown in Fig. 4.5 provides an alternate master device to
yield a solid comparison between the passive device and its active counterpart. Using
the PHANTOM SDK and adapting communication code written by Matt Kontz [47],
the PHANTOM can easily interface with the LabVIEW controlled devices using in-
ternet based communication. The choice of the Phantom 1.0 was made in an attempt
to approximately match the workspace of the active device with the workspace of MR
PTER. Even though the PHANTOM is a 3 DOF device, constraining it to a single
plane in the middle of its workspace produces usable workspace approximately 22
3
the
size of the workspace of MR PTER.
The PHANTOM control system consists of a PCI parallel card installed in a
WindowsXP computer that communicates with the PHANTOM control box. The
programming and control software run under WindowsXP and update the device’s
set point at 1KHz.
The feedback provided by the PHANTOM takes the same virtual spring coupling
form as Eqn. 4.18, however unlike MR PTER the active actuators of the PHANTOM
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Figure 4.5: Image of PHANTOM haptic interface
restore the user to zero virtual spring displacement, actively driving the difference
between the position of the master and slave to zero. Just as with MR PTER, the
control system of the PHANTOM shifts and scales the workspace to better match
the workspace of the slave device. However to maintain stability of the active human-
master-slave system, the virtual spring constant K is significantly lower for the control
system of the PHANTOM than for the controller used with MR PTER.
4.2 Slave Device
The research presented here uses two different slave devices. The first device (a
linear motor) maps the 2 DOF workspace of the master onto a single DOF slave
device. The research then expands to using a 2 DOF slave device whose workspace
and kinematics better match those of the master. Both of the devices provide useful
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Figure 4.6: Photograph of linear motor testbed
information regarding the teleoperation system, the details of which will be discussed
in the next chapter which covers testing. The following section will describe each
piece of hardware and its control system.
4.2.1 Linear Motor
The first step of assembling the teleoperation system includes a linear motor as the
slave device. The single DOF device was originally intended only to be used briefly as
a stepping stone on the way to a more realistic system. However, the use of the single
DOF slave produces interesting similarities between the teleoperation scenario and
previous research in the IMDL using passive haptic devices. Constraining the master
to the 1-D workspace of the slave yields teleoperation similar to previous velocity
field controllers applied to the passive system [73][81]. The results generated using
the linear motor and their comparison to the velocity field controllers will be discussed
in the following chapter on testing.
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4.2.1.1 Hardware
The linear motor being used as a slave device is an Anorad linear motor and amplifier
and can be seen in the background of Fig. 4.6. A Reinshaw micron-resolution encoder
provides position feedback from the device, and is pre-processed using a US Digital
LS7084 chip exactly like the one used in MR PTER. This high resolution encoder at
1x processing produces approximately 375,000 counts through the workspace of the
device.
4.2.1.2 Control System
The linear motor slave device is controlled by a “headless” NI PXI-8145 RT with a
266MHz Pentium Processor. The feedback and analog output to control the motor go
through a PXI-6070E data acquisition board. Using feedback from the linear motor’s
encoders, the controller runs a PD loop under LabVIEW Real Time. The set point
for the PD control is received from the master via an ethernet connection (designed
to use either TCP/IP or UDP/IP). Similarly, the ethernet connection is used to send
the slave position information back to the master controller to calculate the feedback
to be displayed to the user.
4.2.2 HuRBiRT
Developed by Book and Love [58] and used most recently by Tognetti [83], the Human
Robot Bilateral Research Tool (HuRBiRT) makes a suitable slave device to be used
for the research presented here. Figure 4.7 shows a line drawing of the device.
4.2.2.1 Hardware
Originally designed with the concept of being an “athletic trainer,” HuRBiRT has
had many lives as a research device in the IMDL. The current iteration of the device
was constructed by Love and has most recently been used by Tognetti to explore
two-port network theory [58] [83].
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Figure 4.7: Line drawing of HuRBiRT
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Table 4.1: Settings for using HuRBiRT with NI PXI-7344 hardware












5 ∗ 107 8 ∗ 106
following error (counts) 3.2 ∗ 104 3.2 ∗ 104




In the research presented here, the same basic control system used for the linear motor
is used to control HuRBiRT. The control hardware consists of a “headless” NI PXI-
8145 RT with a 266MHz Pentium Processor. However unlike the control of the linear
motor, the decision was made to control HuRBiRT using a National Instruments
dedicated 4-axis motion control card, PXI-7344, connected through an NI UMI-7764
interface box. The card uses dedicated motion control hardware to achieve low-level
control. With HuRBiRT’s motors connected to Axis 1 & Axis 2, and the encoders
connected to the corresponding axes, Table 4.1 shows the controller gains and other
pertinent information.
For more information on the specifics of the hardware setup (including the specifi-
cations for the motors, power supplies, gear ratios, encoders, and limit switch system)
see the theses of Love or Tognetti [58] [83].
4.3 Communication Protocols
One of the primary reasons that LabVIEW was chosen as a platform for this research
centered around the fact that as a programming language, it contains built in blocks
for handling internet-based communication. The first versions of LabVIEW used for
the research (LabVIEW 7.0 and 7.1) included simple blocks to handle TCP/IP and
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UDP/IP communication. However with the upgrades to LabVIEW 8.0 and 8.2, a
new communication protocol was available, NI’s Shared Variable data type.
4.3.1 TCP and UDP Communication
Early testing presented in the next chapter will compare the TCP/IP and UDP/IP
communications protocols as implemented within LabVIEW and on the Georgian
Institute of Technology local network (specifically that of the Love Building). Typi-
cally control applications utilize UDP/IP communication over TCP/IP communica-
tion. The handshaking and error correcting built into the TCP/IP protocol mean
that it takes longer to transfer data between two computers than if UDP/IP were
used. However, without the handshaking and error checking, UDP/IP risks loss of
packets or corruption of packets. Regardless, the benefits of increasing speed typically
outweigh the possible difficulties caused by lost packets.
With respect to implementation, it is important to note that the NI blocks have
built in buffers for TCP/IP and UDP/IP communication. For most applications
this might be very appropriate; however for a control application such as the ones
presented here, the buffers can cause a noticeable delay if not handled properly. An
effective way for decreasing the buffer or even removing the buffer could not be found,
so to overcome the problem, the control code listens to the TCP/IP or UDP/IP port
at a higher rate than the other computer writes to it.
If the receiving computer pulls data off the TCP/IP or UDP/IP buffer stack at
a slower rate than the sending computer adds information to the stack, then the
stack will build up and the delay between the two computers will constantly grow. If
instead the receiving computer pulls data off the stack more quickly than the sending
computer adds to the stack, there will never be any build up of information. Even
if there were some delay at the system startup, this difference in reading from and
writing to the stack quickly re-synchronizes the two systems. Appendix B shows
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multiple examples of the communication code used to interface the computers used
in the experimentation.
The introduction of the PHANTOM device as a secondary master for testing pur-
poses means that the LabVIEW control code used with the slave device as well as the
code running the graphical user interface has to communicate with the PHANTOM
control code built in VisualBASIC. For this purpose, UDP/IP provides a perfect solu-
tion. In a very basic sense, network-based communication should be able to be blind
to the operating systems of the devices on each end of the communication channel.
As long as the bits of information are being encoded and decoded properly on each
end, the transfer of data flows smoothly. That said, after defining a data structure to
communicate position between the master and the slave devices, the implementation
of UDP/IP communication performed almost flawlessly.
4.3.2 Shared Variable Data Type
Used for the perception experimentation, National Instrument’s Shared Variable data
type creates a dedicated TCP/IP or UDP/IP (selectable by the user) channel between
two or more computers running LabVIEW code. With respect to implementation,
using a shared variable yields by far the simplest code and overall implementation
of any of the internet-based communication options. However, due to the fact that
much of the specifics of the communication protocol is effectively hidden within a
LabVIEW block, using it in a research application makes little sense.
In addition, using a Shared Variable to pass information between master, slave and
GUI would be much more difficult (perhaps even impossible) to implement with the
PHANTOM controller running under WindowsXP. Even though the Shared Variable
would work well to communicate between the multiple computers used in the various
experiments (up to three different computers communicating at once), ultimately the




Due to the complexities of the human-machine interface, true understanding and
testing of a haptic system must involve human-factors testing. The research and
testing culminates with a Georgia Tech Internal Review Board (IRB) approved 23
person study testing the passive device in teleoperation and comparing it to an active
device in three tasks. However, before administering the final test procedure, three
smaller tests are completed to better understand the hardware, software and the
human’s interaction with it.
The first of the tests explores the network-based communication protocols and
their performance under LabVIEW. The experiment covers TCP/IP and UDP/IP
protocols used on the local network as well as over longer distances. The second
section of experiments focuses on simulating the input of a human using a quasi-
constant force and subsequently an industrial robotic arm. The final section of the
tests before the culminating experiment attempts to define a resolution of human
perception of the direction of an arbitrary force. Results and conclusions from the
first three portions of testing tie together and impact the generation of the control
algorithms for the final test as well as the software used to administer it.
In the final experiment, subjects use both a passive and an active device to tele-
operate a remote slave device. The subjects are tested on their ability to feel shapes
within the workspace of the slave device as well as their speed in completing two
point-to-point motion tasks. While the tests actually compare two specific devices,
some of the results can be abstracted to gain a better general understanding of passive
devices as compared to active devices.
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5.1 Communications Testing
In an attempt to better understand the communications algorithms under LabVIEW,
a brief tangential project explores the performance of TCP/IP versus UDP/IP net-
work communications protocols. More specifically, the study focuses on the two
protocols operating under LabVIEW operating systems and on NI hardware so that
the results can apply directly to the research presented here.
Due to the buffer built into the NI blocks, if the slave loop runs slower than
the master loop the behavior of the slave scales with respect to time (a constantly
growing time delay). Information from NI’s R&D department confirmed that the
buffer cannot be programmatically controlled or set. If the master were sending
information at 100Hz and the slave were only picking it up off the stack at 80Hz,
there would be a constantly growing lag, piling up 20 control inputs per second
Also, the blocking nature of the communication block depends on the structure of
the VI (program). By nature, the UDP/IP receive command is non-blocking. Prac-
tically that means that if the communication block resides in a loop with something
else, then the rest of the code will execute while the UDP/IP waits to timeout or
receive information. This can be taken advantage of in the research by structuring
the code such that the UDP/IP read initiates at the beginning of the control loop
and then everything else in the loop can execute while it waits. Therefore the loop
does not wait on the read command. Later iterations of the control code will make
take even more advantage of this property by putting the read and write commands
in their own threads.
There are however, interesting points about making the TCP communication work
properly. Since TCP/IP involves a bi-directional handshaking protocol, the packet
size must be known if the receive command is to work properly. The default state
of the “read size” variable of the TCP/IP read function block is “0” which causes
the program to read constantly and communication breaks. Furthermore, with the
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variable being passed ranging from 0-10,000 (loop iteration number) its size did not
remain constant. To send, LabVIEW automatically casts the integer as a string, and
in doing so stores the variable in a form that ranged between 3 & 5 bits. In later
versions of the programming solution, all numbers are cast into a specific structure
designed to minimize excess overhead.
To test the speed of communication, a LabVIEW host program sends its iteration
number to a target over the network connection and waits for a response from the
target. The target receives the number and immediately bounces it back to the host
then waits for the next packet to come from the host. In this way, both programs
constantly sit and wait then send information as quickly as possible. LabVIEW code
for the testing program can be found in Figs. B.5 & B.5 in Appendix B. The programs
represent the code for the TCP/IP and UDP/IP portions of the test respectively.
5.1.1 Results - Local Tests
Using the procedure mentioned above and averaging over 70,000 trials, Fig. 5.1 shows
the results for data transfer within the Love Building subnet on the Georgia Tech cam-
pus. Surprisingly the typical loop rates (communication and whatever processing is
required for the send / receive) for the TCP/IP were slightly faster (a statistically
significant difference) than those for UDP/IP. Note also that the error bars for stan-
dard deviation have been removed from the graph due to the fact that they were
small enough to be negligible (on the order of 0.003ms).
Another method for judging the quality of a communication protocol focuses on
the worst case execution time (WCET). In a controls sense, implementation of loop
rates faster than the WCET value can lead to loops not finishing in time. Figure 5.2
shows the WCET values for the 70,000 on the Love Building subnet.
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Figure 5.1: Local network communication results
Figure 5.2: Worst case execution time for local test
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5.1.2 Results - Off-Campus Tests
Even though the research presented here focuses on teleoperation within a specific
subnet so that the effects of time delay and packet loss can be ignored, the testing
of network communication protocols was extended to include off-campus sites. The
experiment was changed slightly to send a larger more realistic control packet be-
tween the two computers; however other than that nothing changed from the local
experiment.
Using contacts at Rice University in the Mechatronics and Haptic Interfaces
(MAHI) Lab, a computer on Rice’s research network acted as a host machine. Also,
a contact at National Instruments provided a second computer located in Austin,
Texas as another data point. The computer at NI resided on their corporate network
that prohibits testing of the UDP/IP protocol. Figure 5.3 shows the results from the
off-campus tests. The third column labeled “UDP w/o Missed” represents the data
from Rice with dropped packets eliminated. When using the UDP protocol it might
be beneficial to set a timeout for the communication block that forced the thread from
hanging up, effectively creating this third column. The error bars show the standard
deviation from the values listed over the 10,000 iterations.
Again with the off-campus trials, Fig. 5.4 shows the worst case execution times
for the communication loops. Due to the longer communication delays and the larger
deviation, Fig. 5.4 shows 50 of the WCET times ranked from the slowest in descending
order.
5.1.3 Conclusions
Contrary to expectation, the TCP/IP and UDP/IP network-based communications
protocols display very little difference as implemented on LabVIEW hardware in the
way in which the first portion of experiment was run. Operating on the local network,
the two protocols show very little difference in performance with respect to loop rates
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Figure 5.3: Internet communication results for off-campus test
Figure 5.4: Worst case execution time for off-campus test
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and fastest average execution times seen in Fig. 5.1. The only surprising fact centers
on the slightly faster performance of the TCP/IP communication as compared to the
UDP/IP communication, a small yet statistically significant difference of 0.065ms.
The reporting of the worst case execution time (WCET) illustrates the major
difference between the TCP/IP and UDP/IP communication blocks. Looking at
Fig. 5.1 in conjunction with Fig. 5.2 demonstrates that while the average loop rates
and their standard deviation might be similar between the two protocols, the TCP/IP
communication protocol suffers from large occasional delays.
Operating on a relatively low-traffic local network creates the best possible con-
ditions for network-based communication. Realistically, many of the problems that
typically plague TCP/IP or UDP/IP communication such as packet loss or network
delay increase with the distance between the two communicating computers, as well
as the routing of the packets between the two computers.
Looking at the results reported in Figs. 5.3 and 5.4, in the test between Georgia
Institute of Technology and Rice University, very little difference appears between the
two protocols. The results can be partially explained by the high speed connection
that the two research institutions benefit by using. The high quality connection means
that many of the assumptions that can be made on a local network are again valid. It
is interesting to note that by removing lost packets from the UDP/IP test results, both
the average values of the communication delay and the standard deviation improve
significantly. WCET values show the same trend of being very similar between the
TCP/IP and UDP/IP in the tests between Georgia Tech and Rice.
The results of the test between Georgia Tech and National Instruments show the
most interesting results as compared to the other tests. Not only does the test show
a higher mean value for the communication delay, but the standard deviation and
WCET times show a significant difference compared to the other tests. The quality,
type and traffic on the NI network provide the best explanations for these large
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differences. It would have been very interesting to complete a UDP/IP test between
Georgia Tech and NI to see how the communication protocols compared in the less
than ideal situation.
Using a t-test shows that the communication delay values for each of the cases
are statistically significant. The p-values for the comparison of each of the two com-
munication protocols between Georgia Tech and Rice and the data for the TCP/IP
data between Georgia Tech and NI are on the order of magnitude of 1 ∗ 10−33 and
1∗10−44 respectively. The difference between UDP/IP and TCP/IP between Georgia
Tech and Rice showed slightly less statistical significance, but with a p-value on the
order of 1 ∗ 10−5, the two sets of data still show significant differences.
Based on the results and despite statistical differences, very little appreciable
difference can be found between the two communications protocols as implemented
in the LabVIEW programming language and on the NI control hardware. The final
experimentation uses the same hardware and communication blocks, so again based
on the results no real advantage can be gained by using one protocol over the other.
The only difference is that the PHANTOM software and communications protocols
use UDP/IP threads, dictating the use of UDP/IP in the final experiment. Also for
the final experiment more time will be spent investigating the packing and unpacking
of various variables, generating little or no overhead in the information being sent
back and forth between the two control computers.
5.2 Simulated Human Testing
Before a full human-factors test can be undertaken the decision was made to simulate
human input to validate the early actuation schemes control algorithms. Recent
research in the IMDL has explored modeling of the human operator. Table 5.1 shows
a brief report of some second order models found in literature and cataloged by
Tognetti who added his own model [83]. Looking at the table, it quickly becomes
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Table 5.1: Human dynamic models
Parameter Hogan [37] Kosuge [48] Kosuge [49] Hannaford [78] Tognetti [83]
m (Kg) 0.8 1.95 11.6 6
b (N*sec/m) 5.5 2.46 17.26 300 110
k (N/m) 568 55 243 1000 10000
ωn (Hz) 4.24 0.85 0.73 0.53 6.5
ζ 0.13 0.12 0.16 0.225
obvious that the behavior of the human can cover a broad range; however in the early
testing of MR PTER the decision was made to follow some of these models.
5.2.1 Quasi-Static Test
The slave device being used for this test is the Anorad linear motor and amplifier.
A constant force input is created using a mass attached to the handle of the master
via a string and assuming a quasi-static situation. The on-off actuation, the multi-
brake actuation with virtual coupling feedback using three K values, as well as an
uncontrolled case are tested. For each of the five controls, the test is run starting in
2 different positions. Each starting position test is run for three directions of input
force. All of the tests are run three times so that averages can be taken. Figure 5.7
illustrates the workspaces of the master and the slave as well as the starting positions
and applied force directions. The test is ended either when the master stops moving
(the brake forces balance the input force) or when the master reaches the virtual
constraint at 60% of the slave’s workspace.
Previous work has shown that UDP/IP communication provides the best method
for internet based control communication [66]. Following that research, the communi-
cation between the master and PXI controllers of the master and slave devices takes
place via the UDP/IP protocol using LabVIEW’s built-in communication blocks. Due
to the internal workings of the NI UDP block, the communication on the master side
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Figure 5.5: Quasi-static experimental setup
of the loop is blocking, meaning that the control loop will only iterate when it receives
a data point from the UDP/IP stack. This forces event-based control similar to the
work of Elhajj [22] [23].
The programs for the master and slave are written in LabVIEW 7.1 graphical
programming language, a portion of which can be seen in Fig. 5.6. Pre-built Lab-
VIEW blocks, and formula nodes are used whenever possible to simplify coding. The
master control program utilizes a prioritized multi-loop structure that allows the user-
interface and the control to run in separate threads at different priorities. The master
GUI updates at 10Hz to alleviate strain from the system.
The communication loop between the master and the slave operates at 40Hz,
and the design of the NI UDP/IP blocks forces synchronization. A non-rigorously
tuned PD control runs locally on the linear motor and updates the set point at
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Figure 5.6: Quasi-static experiment screen shot
500Hz which guarantees stability. This multi-loop prioritized architecture (similar
to multi-threading in other programming languages) is possible due to the “timed
loop” structure within LabVEIW and LabVIEW Real-Time. In the slave, the local
control occurs at a much faster rate than the communications loop. In the master
the communication loop happens within the local control control loop and constrains
the master control to operate at 40Hz. In the following implementations, the master
control in RT will allow faster loop rates.
5.2.1.1 Results & Analysis
The analysis of results follows similar methods to those used in previous passive haptic
research by Swanson [81]; however the standards used to judge the control have been
reduced to three: position tracking, force replication, and time to task completion.
To judge the ability of the master to track the slave and vice versa, the difference











Figure 5.7: Workspace for simulated human testing
Figure 5.8: Raw data for quasi-static test
Figure 5.9: Quasi-static test with no control
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Figure 5.10: Quasi-static results with on-off actuation
Figure 5.11: Quasi-static results with multi-brake and a gain of K = 10
Figure 5.12: Quasi-static results with multi-brake and a gain of K = 100
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Figure 5.13: Quasi-static results with multi-brake and a gain of K = 500
Table 5.2: Results from quasi-static test
Control Position Difference Angle Error Time to Finish Trials Unfinished
no control 21.54% N/A 1.53 sec 0
on-off actuation 3.32% 0.68 rad 11.46 sec 0
multi-brake K=10 19.67% 0.53 rad 1.67 sec 0
multi-brake K=100 6.84% 0.54 rad 7.34 sec 0
multi-brake K=500 1.80% 0.48 rad N/A sec 18
to replicate a force is judged against the control’s ability to match the haptic force
~fh. Since the brake actuation is on-off and also since a constant force drives the test,
only the angle between the direction of force generated the actuated brake and the
direction of ~fh is used to judge force replication. The angular difference is shown as
θerror and originally discussed in conjunction with in Fig. 3.4. Finally, reaching the
virtual constraint at 60% of the slave device’s workspace marks task completion. If the
control completely stops the motion of the system before reaching task completion,
that is noted as well. The data collected from the 36 trials is averaged and displayed
in Table 5.2.
Figures 5.9-5.13 show the data for the position and angle errors for all tests. Note
that the time axes for each graph are different, corresponding to the length of the
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trials and the maximum magnitude of the values.
While on-off actuation provides low position error, it increases task completion
time and therefore increases user workload. The multi-brake actuation with virtual
spring force feedback improves the task completion time while only slightly increasing
the position error. Furthermore, multi-brake actuation allows better replication of
⇀
fh,
as it provides a better ability to generate force in an arbitrary direction (demonstrated
by the lower values of θerror). The multi-brake actuation with K=100 provides a
balance between position tracking, angle error and speed.
5.2.2 CRS Robotic Test - flexible rod coupling
As a step between the quasi-static experiments and actual human experiments, a
side project attempted to create an interface between MR PTER and a CRS 6 DOF
industrial robotic arm. Undergraduate Research Assistant Carwyn Jones provided
design and construction assistance bringing the project from concept to reality.
In an earlier side project, Matt Litman created a rigid coupling between MR
PTER and the CRS robot. The concept was to extend his rigid coupling into some
form of flexible coupling with the ability to vary its dynamic properties (the spring
constant and damping ratio of the physical coupling). In theory, the flexibility would
allow the input from the CRS robot to better approximate the input of a human.
Table 5.1 shows a short list of the values in a second order dynamic model of human
behavior that will be approximated by the CRS system.
The first design iteration can be seen in Fig. 5.14. The coupling utilizes a flexible
rod of varying thickness, length and material to connect the two devices. The flexible
rod is fixed to MR PTER and a metal rod is inserted in the top of it. The CRS robot
is fixed with a manipulator that consists of an I-bolt that the metal rod can freely
move up and down in. Assuming relatively smooth sliding between the metal rod
and the I-bolt, the only forces transmitted between the CRS robot and MR PTER
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Figure 5.14: Testing setup using CRS robot
are due to the bending of the flexible member. Figure 5.14 as well as Fig. 5.15 shows
an image of the coupling setup and a table of the physical parameters of the flexible
rods respectively and are taken from the final report of Carwyn Jones.
With the hardware set up basically the same as the quasi-static testing, MR PTER
is used to control the linear motor, and the CRS robot moves from right to left in the
workspace of MR PTER. The CRS robot is programmed to move with a sinusoidal
motion centered about the workspace of the linear motor as it moves from right to
left. Figure 5.16 shows the sinusoidal motion of the CRS robot and its path back to
the starting point as well as the path of the linear motor. While a sinusoidal input
makes little sense compared to the true motion of a human user, it does provide a
constantly changing difference between the position of the master and the slave, pm
and ps. It therefore forces the control algorithm to provide a constantly changing
⇀
f h
as calculated by Eqn. 3.14.
Each of the couplings is tested using an on-off actuation scheme as well as the
multi-brake actuation scheme with the simple virtual coupling at three different K
values. Data is also collected with one relatively inexperienced human (obviously not
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Figure 5.15: Flexible couplings used for CRS experiment
enough to make a solid comparison, but enough to allow ball-park validation).
5.2.2.1 Results & Analysis
Figure 5.17 shows a representative plot of the coupling that most closely matched
the human results from the preliminary experiment. The results shown in Table 5.3
judge the couplings with each of the control algorithms based on the percent deviation
between the endpoint of MR PTER and the position of the linear motor.
Testing with the flexible coupling showed a few fundamental flaws in its design.
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Figure 5.16: CRS input for testing
Table 5.3: Results from CRS testing
no control on-off multi K=10 multi K=100 multi K=500 average
CRS-flex 1 5.00 2.93 4.05 3.09 3.05 3.62
CRS-flex 2 5.15 3.43 2.68 3.59 3.16 3.59
CRS-flex 3 5.19 3.47 4.84 4.15 3.25 4.18
CRS-flex 4 5.00 4.14 4.67 4.54 4.66 4.62
CRS-rigid 5.03 4.80 4.28 4.98 4.67 4.77
human input 4.76 4.15 3.40 3.12 3.16 3.72
If the difference between pm and ps were great enough and the force generated by
MR PTER as feedback were large enough, the large resulting angle of the flexible rod
with respect to MR PTER would cause the connection to bind. Also, changing the
coupling to match a human model involves finding another material with a size or with
physical properties that match some form of a dynamic equation. To answer those
two questions, the next version of the coupling device features a tunable dynamic
system.
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Figure 5.17: Results with flexible coupling no. 2
5.2.3 CRS Robot Test - tunable “mitt”
For the second iteration of the coupling design, Carwyn Jones again assisted in de-
signing and constructing a more robust and more tunable flexible coupling between
the CRS robot and MR PTER. A balanced 3-member design shown in Fig. 5.18 is
chosen for its simplicity and ease of construction. Each of the three members con-
tains both a spring that can be replaced to create various spring constants and an
adjustable damper.
Figure 5.19 shows the attachment of the tunable mitt to the handle of MR PTER.
However, due to various complications, testing and results similar to that done with
the flexible rod coupling were not completed with the dynamic mitt. While very
effective in theory, the adjustable dashpot dampers used in the construction of the
mitt are very fragile and prone to failure when used in the teleoperation system. Also
due to the fact that there exists very little agreement on modeling of a human user,
the idea of rigorously producing a surrogate for testing purposes is inherently flawed.
The human acts like a passive system in some cases and like an active system at
other times, not just responding as a physical second order system but responding as
a complex system with many modes that change depending on the stimuli. Therefore
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Figure 5.18: CRS tunable “mitt”
further development of a robust dynamic system to interface the CRS robot with MR
PTER was abandoned and the focus turns to human perception and the interaction
of the human user with the haptic device.
5.2.4 Conclusions
While the desire to match a specific human model seemed at first to be a valid one,
in reality, the most important results of the simulated human testing came from
the quasi-static test. Specifically the results shown in Figs. 5.10 and 5.12, the on-
off actuation scheme and the multi-brake actuation with a moderate gain constant
respectively, illustrate the proper functioning of the basic principles of the actuation
schemes and basic control.
The results summarized in Table 5.2 show that position tracking is achieved at
the expense of task completion time, yielding a higher workload to the user and more
dissipated energy. The results show expected trends; the multi-brake control with
a low gain behaves like the uncontrolled case, and the multi-break control with a
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Figure 5.19: CRS “mitt” coupled to MR PTER
high gain behaves like On-Off control due to the saturation of the brakes. The best
possible controller would be able to produce results to match the completion time of
an un-controlled case while producing very little position error.
Most importantly, the results shown in Fig. 5.10 show the expected behavior
of the on-off actuation scheme. An increase in the position difference between the
linear motor and MR PTER immediately follows the starting the test and release MR
PTER. At that point in time, the direction of the haptic force lies in the direction of
the velocity; however, as MR PTER crosses the line representing the workspace of the
linear motor, the control algorithm can again apply a force. The on-off actuation then
creates an oscillation around the workspace of the linear motor. Figure 5.12 shows
similar behavior with the multi-brake actuation scheme combined with the virtual
coupling controller.
These results follow the expected trends and at the very least partially validate the
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functionality of the controllers. Even more, the test follows the velocity field research
of previous IMDL students [73] [81]. The oscillating behavior of the device as it
repeatedly crosses the workspace of the linear motor produces feedback forces similar
to those that would be generated by a velocity field controller. If the predetermined
path in the velocity field matched the workspace of the linear motor, the results
would be very similar to the ones collected with this experiment. The results and
conclusions from these tests have been published by Black and Book [5][6].
5.3 Perception Experiment
In an attempt to better understand human perception, especially with respect to the
passive MR PTER, two experiments looked at the ability of a human to resolve the
direction of a force being applied to them through the handle of the haptic master.
The term “just noticeable difference” refers to the minimum required difference
in two stimuli that a human is able to perceive. While force has both magnitude
and direction, previous research exploring the JND threshold has focused mainly
on the magnitude component. Using active haptic devices, this line of reasoning
makes perfect sense since an endpoint force can be produced in nearly any direction.
However with a passive device, arbitrary force production is obviously not possible
and therefore it becomes important to understand how close of a replicated force is
“close enough.”
Both of the following perception tests use the same hardware, controller and basic
software. MR PTER functions as the haptic master and is controlled using a National
Instruments PXI-8175 operating in real-time under the National Instruments Real-
Time operating system running on a PentiumIII 866MHz processor with 512MB of
RAM. A PXI-6070E DAQ card along with a PXI-6711 analog output card provides
the digital and analog I/O. The three MR brakes require external Advanced Motion
Controls 12A8 PWM amplifiers and an Advanced Motion Controls PS4X300W Power
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Figure 5.20: Screenshot of software used in perception experiment
Supply.
A multi-computer system controls the haptic device and runs a graphical user
interface (GUI). A host desktop computer running Windows 2000 and LabVIEW
8.0 provides the GUI that the test administrator sees during the testing routine and
allows high-level system control. A target PXI running LabVIEW Real-Time provides
the low-level control for the haptic system. The two computers communicate over
a public LAN via TCP/IP and LabVIEW’s shared variable data type. Further, the
project-based file structure allows observation of the real-time program running on
the target PXI without interrupting its operation. The program that provides the
GUI runs at a 10hz loop rate while the control algorithm on the target runs at 100Hz.
Figure 5.20 shows a portion of the timed loop being used to run the real-time control
of the haptic master, a portion of the GUI used to administer the experiment, and
the project explorer that allows access to the entire project.
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Figure 5.21: Analysis of discrete force experiment
5.3.1 Discrete Spring Experiment
Five subjects were recruited from members of the IMDL research group, each having
a working knowledge of the haptic hardware and a limited amount of experience
operating it. The haptic device was programmed to produce a haptic force to simulate
a virtual spring attached between the endpoint of the device and one of five locations
along the device’s backplane, a line drawing of which was shown to the subjects and
is reproduced here in Fig. 5.21.
To draw conclusions about perception resolution in force direction, it must be
assumed in this experimental design that the subject operates within the center of
the workspace of the device. Only under that assumption will it be possible to make
a judgment about the angular difference between a force that replicates a spring
attached at point 1 and a force that replicates a spring attached at point 2. Making
that assumption, the angular distance between any two forces is roughly 15 deg as
illustrated in Fig. 5.22.
Each subject was first given five minutes to familiarize himself with the device,
during which time he was allowed to feel the haptic force intended to represent the
virtual spring at each of the five attachment points. After the familiarization time,
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Figure 5.22: Design of first perception experiment
Table 5.4: Results from first perception experiment
Subject ±0 ±1 ±2
1 50% 90% 100%
2 70% 100% 100%
3 67% 100% 100%
4 53% 100% 100%
5 73% 100% 100%
Total 63% 98% 100%
the subject completed fifteen trials in which he was asked to pick the point on the
backplane to which the other end of the virtual spring was attached.
5.3.1.1 Results & Analysis
The responses from each subject were collected and judged against the correct re-
sponse for each trial. To draw conclusions from the results, notation is made when
the subject records the perceived location of the endpoint of the virtual spring cor-
rectly, off by one location or off by two locations. Table 5.4 shows the tally of these
responses by each of the subjects as well as a total average over all of the trials.
After analyzing the results from this perception experiment, it became obvious
that the testing procedure being used contained some inherent flaws. First, the test
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pool was not only incredibly small, but it also represented a very limited cross section
of a population, too small and too homogeneous to provide usable results. Because
of their knowledge of the device and their advanced understanding of robotics and
kinematics, the subjects were able to relatively quickly create a functional heuristic
for determining the location of the virtual spring attachment without focusing on the
direction of haptic feedback. Effectively, the subjects very quickly figured out how to
“cheat” the system. The subjects also violated the key assumption of the experimental
design discussed above and illustrated in Fig. 5.22. Finally, the experiment does
not provide enough resolution to make a numerical estimation of human perceptive
resolution with respect to force direction. The use of five discrete connection points for
the virtual springs leads to a very low resolution. To address some of these concerns,
a second perception experiment was designed.
5.3.2 Constant Force Experiment
Again, five subjects were recruited from members of the research group, each again
having a working knowledge of the haptic hardware but with a limited amount of
experience operating it. Even though it produced undesirable results before, this
recruitment method was used again to avoid the need of undertaking a full human-
factors test that includes approval of the Institutional Review Board (IRB). Also for
this experiment, the haptic device was programmed to produce a haptic force in a
constant direction with a constant level of actuation. Due to the kinematics of the
device, the actual force magnitude varied slightly throughout the active portion of
the workspace. Figure 5.23 shows the sixteen possible evenly spaced directions that
the user might experience.
The subjects were each given five minutes to familiarize themselves with the device
during which they were allowed to feel a force in a known direction, force 1. After


















Figure 5.23: Force directions for second perception experiment
the direction of greatest resistance and then make a judgment as to which direction
that motion corresponded, referencing a figure matching Fig. 5.23. In addition to the
responses from the subject, data was collected measuring the forces at the endpoint
of the device as well as the brake actuation and position of the device for the duration
of each test.
5.3.2.1 Results & Analysis
The responses from each subject were collected and judged against the correct re-
sponse for each trial. To judge the results, notation was made when the subject
records the perceived direction of greatest resistance correctly (off by 0), off by one
location (±1) or off by two locations (±2) as shown in Fig. 5.24. Table 5.5 shows the
tally of these responses by each of the subjects as well as an average over all of the
trials.
5.3.3 Conclusions
Neither of the tests actually determine a JND quantity by the strict definition of “just
noticeable difference” due to the fact that the tests were not administered such that










Figure 5.24: Definition of the resolution of the test
Table 5.5: Results from second perception experiment
Subject ±0 ±1 ±2
1 40% 90% 100%
2 30% 85% 100%
3 45% 100% 100%
4 40% 75% 90%
5 70% 95% 100%
Total 45% 89% 98%
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felt the change; however the results provide information that possibly provides even
more insight into the teleoperation task than a JND value would. As an operator uses
the haptic master to move a slave the following results apply to the way in which the
operator perceives the contact force that he feels as the slave interacts with something
in its environment.
Possibly the most important results with respect to understanding the passive
haptic controller come from these perception tests. While electronic force sensors
have resolution on the order of magnitude of hundredths or thousandths of a degree,
humans have a much coarser resolution according to these results. Even more specifi-
cally, these results apply directly to the passive hardware used in the final experiment.
To draw conclusions about about perceptive resolution in force direction from the
first experiment, it must first be assumed that the subject operates roughly in the
center of the workspace. Under that assumption, the angle difference between each
of the positions of the virtual spring is approximately 15◦. Under those assumptions,
the data and analysis indicated that the human perception of force has a resolution
better than 15◦ or roughly 4% of a 360◦ workspace, a result not out of the range of the
threshold of JND for force magnitude reported in the literature; however the results
as well as observations of the subject behavior indicate that the assumptions are not
valid. In this test, subjects tended to not operate within the center of the workspace,
and therefore the angle between the virtual springs varied greatly.
The second test had a maximum resolution of 22.5 ◦ due to the even spacing of
the 16 options through out the 360 ◦ range of perception. Figure 5.24 shows that
if a subject chooses the correct direction, that region has a maximum size of 22.5 ◦.
Similarly, if a subject guesses incorrectly by one position, his error lies in a 67.5 ◦
region, and if off by two positions, the region increases to 112.5 ◦.
The the subjects producing the results reported above were able to judge with 89%
certainty that the direction of force lay somewhere within a region of 67.5 ◦. From
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that, the results provide a rough estimate of the human perceptive resolution with
respect to force magnitude of aproximately 18.75% over the 360 ◦ range of perception.
With respect to the literature, the results produced here agree relatively well with
the 5-10% results for JND with respect to other types of stimuli and on the order of
results presented by other researchers [39] [82].
Defining a perceptive resolution of roughly 67.5 ◦ works in the favor of passive
haptic hardware. Such low resolution means that the hardware can produce usable
feedback without being able to exactly replicate an arbitrary force. All of these tests
assume that the device properly replicates the desired force, and it is obvious that
cannot be 100% accurate with the passive device.
5.4 Final Human Factors Experiment
The culminating experiment for this research includes a full human-factors test that
compares the control algorithms implemented on MR PTER to each other and to a
PHANTOM for three tasks: shape identification, point-to-point move with obstacle
avoidance, and a point-to-point move with a guiding fixture (akin to a peg-in-hole
task). Before implementation, the study was thoroughly described and subsequently
approved by the Georgia Institute of Technology Internal Review Board (IRB) as
Protocol Number H07033, the relevant portions of which are included in Appendix
C.
5.4.1 Experiment Hardware and Software
For this portion of the experiment the system takes the form shown in Fig. 5.25. One
host is used to control the experiment while the master and slave communicate sepa-
rately. The system is configured so that changing the master from the PHANTOM to
MR PTER and back again changes nothing that the operator sees nor does it change
the loop rates or communication protocols used.













Figure 5.25: Block diagram of final experiment
chapter. The control system of HuRBiRT is exactly as described and communicates
with the master controller via two UDP/IP threads (one for sending and one for
receiving) at 200Hz. As described in depth earlier, a NI dedicated controller card
takes care of the low-level control of HuRBiRT at a high loop rate.
The host computer running WindowsXP shows the GUI to the test administrator
and to the test subject at the same time via a video splitter. For portions of the
testing, turning off the monitor in front of the subject hides the GUI from the subject
while allowing the administrator to continue to monitor the system. The GUI and host
application communicate with the slave controller at 6.7Hz, just enough to provide a
visual interface of the system state and to produce data for analysis without interfering
with the control systems.
As before, the software to run the experiment takes the architectural form of a
multi-threaded asynchronous priority based program. Each of the communication
threads as well as the control threads for each system run separately with the control
thread having highest priority, the master-slave communication thread having second
priority and the slave-host communication thread having the lowest priority.
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Figures 5.26 and 5.27 show the system setup. The slave device is located in the
same room but behind the user as is seen in Fig. 5.26. The two master devices are
located next to each other and the PHANTOM is raised so that its workspace height
matches that of MR PTER. The test administrator sits around the edge of the table
from the subject in the orange chair visible in Fig. 5.27. A low resolution video
camera provided the user with a small window showing the position of HuRBiRT so
that the subject could better understand the correlation between the motion of the
master and the motion of the slave without turning around. The subjects tended
to pay attention to this visual feedback only for the initial training period, but the
window stayed visible during all tests that the subjects could use the monitor.
5.4.2 Experimental Design
After signing the appropriate consent form, each of the final pool of 23 subjects first
completed a simple questionnaire regarding their handedness, their use of comput-
ers and video game systems as well as their participation in other haptic research
projects. The subject was given an opportunity to ask questions about the lab and
their surroundings and a brief explanation of the research was given.
For the first task, the subject was asked to identify a shape being displayed in the
workspace of the slave device using one of the haptic master devices. The subject
either began with MR PTER or with the PHANTOM in a random distribution to
help minimize the influence created by starting with one or the other. The subject
was given a sheet shown Fig. 5.28 of Appendix C that illustrates the 7 possible
shapes: convex circle, concave circle, convex triangle, concave triangle, convex square,
concave square or a flat surface. These shapes are programmed into the workspace
of HuRBiRT so that the robot interacts with a virtual shape instead of a physical
surface. Done to increase safety because of the strength of HuRBiRT, use of a virtual
shape versus a physical shape is assumed to make no difference with respect to the
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Figure 5.26: Overall view of final human-factors test
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Figure 5.27: Testing station for final human-factors experiment
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Figure 5.28: Shapes displayed to subject during testing
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feedback felt by the user other than simplifying the dynamic interaction of the slave
device and the surface. Since the dynamics of this interaction likely cannot be felt by
the user of a passive haptic device, the simplification seems appropriate.
The subject interacted with a shape that remained the same size in the workspace
of the slave device regardless of the master device being used. However, the workspace
of the master devices were scaled so that they matched well with the workspace of
the slave, meaning that a motion of 10cm in the workspace of MR PTER lead to a
motion of 33.75cm in the workspace of HuRBiRT. Similarly, a motion of 10cm by the
PHANTOM would lead to a motion of 90cm in HuRBiRT’s workspace. The scaling
allows full use of the workspace of the master, but forces the subject to scale the
shapes in their head. However, humans have a very good ability to perform this
scaling transformation. Take for example the use of a microscope. A scientist can
change the magnification yet very easily continue to manipulate even very tiny objects
under the magnified lens. The workspace of the two master devices was scaled such
that shapes appeared to be 22
3
times larger when using MR PTER as compared to
when using the PHANTOM.
The subject was given up to 5 minutes to practice with the monitor turned on
while feeling the flat wall and the convex circular shape. After turning off the monitor,
the subject then identified a number of shapes; 10 shapes with the PHANTOM or 8-
10 with each of the 3 controllers when using MR PTER. The order of shapes displayed
was determined beforehand using a random number generator. After finishing with
the first device, the subject completed a NASA-TLX workload index survey to rate
the workload of their experience. The subject then switched haptic master devices,
practiced just as before and then completed the rest of the shape identification tasks
with the second device. After another response to the NASA-TLX survey to gain
feedback on the second device, the subject was completed with the first and longest
of the tasks in the experiment.
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Figure 5.29: Screen shot from the obstacle avoidance task
The second and third tasks were chosen at random and either asked the user
to complete the obstacle avoidance task or the guided movement task. While the
user will now have experience with the device, the randomization will insure that
experience should be statistically the same for each task.
For the obstacle avoidance task, the subject was asked to start at one of the three
starting positions, below the obstacle in Fig. 5.29 and told to move as quickly as
possible to the oval above the obstacle. After giving the subject up to five minutes to
practice, the test was run either twice from each starting point with the PHANTOM
or once from each starting point if using each of MR PTER’s controllers. The order
of the tasks and the order of the controllers was randomized for each subject. For all
of this portion of the experiment, the subject could see visual feedback from the GUI
of their position as well as the position of the slave device.
For the final task, the subject moved either from starting point A or starting point
B to the finishing point as shown in Fig. 5.30. Guiding surfaces programmed into the
workspace of the slave took a triangular shape that funneled the user to the finishing
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Figure 5.30: Screen shot from the guidance task
point, but the user could see the surfaces. As with the obstacle avoidance task, the
user practiced for up to 5 minutes before the test began. The subject then was timed
as he completed the motion starting at each point twice in a random order.
A full explanation of the experiment can be found in Appendix C along with the
documentation seen by the subjects in each test.
5.4.3 Experimental Results & Analysis
The following reporting of results and their subsequent analysis illustrate examples
and summaries of the full results. More complete results can be found in Appendix
C.
5.4.3.1 Shape Identification
The concept of identifying a shape placed in the workspace of a slave robot corre-
sponds very well with any typical teleoperation exploration task. The goal of the
subject is to be able to identify when the device moves from operation in free space
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Figure 5.31: Complete results from large detail shape identification
to operation in some sort of contact condition. Depending on the user’s spacial rea-
soning skills, they can translate the contact that they feel into the outline of one of
the seven shapes with which the remote robot interacts. The possible shapes, shown
in Fig. 5.28.
The complete results from the shape identification tasks are shown in Figs. 5.31
and 5.32. The figures show the percent correct with each master for each subject
connected by a line. Following the analysis techniques used by Hurmuzulu, Fig. 5.33
summarizes all responses of all subjects [39]. Numerical values for these results are
summarized in Appendix C in Table C.2
Breaking the results down further, Fig. 5.34 illustrates the wrong answers given
for the convex circle in a pie chart form. Note that subjects picked other convex
shapes for the majority of wrong answers. Figure 5.35 shows a summary of each of
the wrong answers given by the subjects for all of the shapes. A numeric tabular
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Figure 5.32: Complete results from fine detail shape identification
Figure 5.33: Summary of results from the shape identification experiment
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Figure 5.34: Wrong shape identification answers given for the convex circle
version of the same results can be found in Table C.3 in Appendix C.
The wrong answer results as a whole show that the wrong answers chosen by the
subject most likely matched the correct answer in direction. Meaning that if the
shape being displayed were concave, the subject most likely chose another concave
shape as their incorrect answer. Figure 5.35 shows this trend for all of the shapes.
In light of the overall results from the shape identification task from Fig. 5.33, this
trend should not be surprising.
5.4.3.2 Obstacle Avoidance
Designed to simulate a realistic teleoperation task where an operator uses a tool to
move from point to point without encroaching into a protected region, the obstacle
avoidance task could easily simulate many tool manipulation, construction or medical
robotics tasks. Originally the plan for the judging performance of a subject in this
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Figure 5.35: Summary of wrong answers from shape identification experiment
task included the analysis of incursion into the protected area; however, it turns
out that the experimental design did not create enough difficulty to lead to the users
penetrating into the protected area. Only a very small few of the subjects experienced
any incursion into the protected area; therefore, this portion of the data yields no
interesting results.
The results from the experiment then take the form of times required for comple-
tion. For each subject and each controller or master device, the data is recorded in as
the sum of the time for each portion of the trial. For instance, subject 7 completed
a motion from all three starting points (left, middle and right) to the finish point
around the obstacle. His time for each of those motions with the dynamic compen-
sating controller are 5.85 seconds, 5.04 seconds and 4.78 seconds respectively. The
total time for that trial is 15.67 seconds. In attempt to compensate for the differ-
ence between subjects, all data has been normalized with respect to the time for the
subject to compete the trial with the PHANTOM. Figure 5.36 shows a summary of
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Figure 5.36: Summary of results for obstacle avoidance task
the results for this portion of the experiment, and the error bars show the standard
deviation of the individual results.
Note that due to the normalization of the time data with respect to the PHAN-
TOM results, each subject has a unit value for the completion time of the task.
However, this would yield a standard deviation of zero, which would erroneously lead
to the conclusion that each subject took the same amount of time. To remedy that,
the error bars shown in Fig. 5.36 for the PHANTOM represent the standard devia-
tion between all of the subjects divided by the mean time. This effectively normalizes
the standard deviation as well. Table C.4 in Appendix C shows the actual values
represented by Fig. 5.36.
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Figure 5.37: Results from the guided motion experiment
5.4.3.3 Guided Motion
As with the analysis of the obstacle avoidance experiment, normalization of the data
for the guided motion portion of the experiment with respect to the values for the
PHANTOM trials compensates for individual variation. For this task, each subject
repeats each motion (such as point A to finish) twice with each control using MR
PTER and again with the PHANTOM. Figure 5.37 shows a summary of the results
of the trials the numeric values of which can be found in Table C.5 in Appendix C
5.4.3.4 NASA-TLX Data
The final portion of summarizable and reportable results from this experiment involve
a qualitative analysis of the workload experienced by each subject. After using the
PHANTOM and again after using MR PTER each subject answered the questions
involved in the NASA-TLX workload index survey, and Fig. 5.38 summarizes the
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Figure 5.38: Average NASA-TLX workload for each master device
results. The survey breaks down the workload into six categories including, mental
demand, physical demand, temporal demand, performance, effort and frustration. An
average and analysis of these seven categories for MR PTER can be seen in Fig. 5.39,
the exact values of which can be found in Table C.6 in Appendix C. Similar subresults
are shown for the PHANTOM in Fig. 5.40 and Table C.7.
5.4.4 Conclusions
The full human factors testing represents the culmination of the research presented
here. The results of the previous tests have been used to shape the controller and
experimental design of the final testing.
5.4.4.1 Shape Identification
The results of the shape identification task seen in Fig. 5.33 have been divided into
correct guesses of shape and correct guesses of direction (either into, flat with or out
of the surface of the wall). Guessing the correct shape shows a subject’s ability to
judge fine detail while while judging the direction correctly shows a user’s ability to
judge larger surface features. None of the three passive controllers shows significant
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Figure 5.39: Breakdown of workload categories for MR PTER
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Figure 5.40: Breakdown of workload categories for the PHANTOM
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difference from the others with respect to judging either fine or large detail. Further-
more, in comparison to the PHANTOM, MR PTER showed only a small decrease
in the subject’s ability to judge and discern large detail. However, the ability of the
subjects to discern fine detail showed a significant difference between the use of the
PHANTOM and of MR PTER.
Looking at the wrong answers from the shape identification test presented in
Fig. 5.35 shows clearly that for the convex shapes, the typical wrong answers involve
other convex shapes. The same results hold true for the concave shapes.
5.4.4.2 Obstacle Avoidance & Guided Motion
Both the obstacle avoidance and guided motion tasks produced similar results with
the given hardware, software and experimental design. For both tasks, on average
the user completed the required motions most quickly with the PHANTOM hard-
ware. Similarly in both tasks, performance increases as the passive control algorithm
changes from basic coupling to closed loop to dynamic compensating control. The
only appreciable difference between the results of the two tasks comes from the results
of the uncontrolled task with the passive device. The results for these segments can
be see in Figs. 5.36 and 5.37.
Encouragingly, the results show that the additional components added to the force
feedback felt by the user (error feedback and dynamic terms) increase performance.
Furthermore results show the expected trend that the dynamic compensating con-
troller performs the best in the tasks involving dynamic behavior.
Interestingly, the uncontrolled results for the obstacle avoidance and guided mo-
tion tasks do not match. In the obstacle avoidance task, the average results showed
poorer performance than either the closed loop controller or the dynamic compen-
sating controller; however, the results show a very large the standard deviation. In
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the guided motion task, the uncontrolled results have a much lower standard devi-
ation and the best average time of any of the trials. This unexpected trend can be
attributed in part to the tasks selected for the experiment. The guided motion task
involved a short straight motion while the obstacle avoidance task required a longer,
curved motion. This difference in the tasks can possibly explain the large difference
in the results.
5.4.4.3 NASA-TLX Data
Not surprisingly, NASA-TLX data in Fig. 5.38 showed that the user experienced a
larger workload with the passive device than with the active device. The passive
device has more mass than the active device, the workspace is larger and possibly
most importantly the device dissipates energy.
The subcategories from Fig 5.39 show the average scores of the specific subcat-
egories of the NASA-TLX test. While intuition might lead one to think that the
physical demand would be the highest category, on the contrary it represents the




Looking back to the questions presented in the introduction, the research presented
here attempts to answer three central questions:
• Can a passive haptic device produce usable feedback when used in teleoperation?
• Does the passive haptic device provide as effective feedback as an active device
in teleoperation?
• In what tasks do the differences between the feedback provided by the passive
and active devices become negligible?
A brief look at the results relatively easily answer the first question with a “yes”
and the second with a “not across the board.” However answering the third question
proves to be significantly more difficult.
Unfortunately results from the final experiment do not include an exit survey to
provide the subjects with the ability to voice opinions about the devices. However,
many of the subjects commented that they enjoyed using MR PTER in the dynamic
experiments (point to point motion) more than using the PHANTOM. The comments
included the fact that MR PTER seemed to move more smoothly and that it felt more
natural than PHANTOM. While the subjects’ opinions do not represent hard results,
they do provide good feedback about the quality of the user experience.
For the experiments completed here, the passive device with the dynamic com-
pensator shows very similar results to the active device for the point-to-point motion
tasks. The results obviously illustrate the improved performance of the passive device
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with dynamic compensation. Moreover the passive device with any controller shows
similar results to the active device in determination of large surface details.
Taking a step back and looking at the combination of the results from all of the
tests, some conclusions can be drawn about producing haptic feedback with a passive
device. The perception tests illustrate clearly that re-producing remote forces with
100% accuracy need not be the primary concern of the haptic control algorithm. That
leads in turn to the question of what type of feedback should instead be the main
concern of the haptic controller. Research by Niemeyer and Kuchenbecker highlights
the importance of vibrational feedback [51], and applying that theory to the passive
device means that the control scheme needs to be updating the force felt by the user as
quickly as possible so as to minimize delay and to minimize the amplitude of possible
oscillations. The reserach presented here made every attempt possible to increase the
speed of the control scheme by decreasing the information passed between master and
slave and by running all portions of the resarch under real-time control. However an
update rate of 200Hz falls short of other haptic systems including the PHANTOM.
To draw general conclusions about passive haptic hardware versus active haptic
hardware used in teleoperation, the tests should have used two haptic devices with
the same workspace, mass, construction, friction, etc, only made different by their
actuators. The tests in this research use two quite different master devices, and thus
the results only directly compare the PHANTOM with MR PTER. However, more
general conclusions can be abstracted from the results presented here.
The displaying of fine surface detail will always be more difficult with a passive
device as compared to using an active device. In an exploration task, once the user
has penetrated into a surface the passive device has no way to push the user back
to the boundary of the object. To improve surface detection with a passive device,
the virtual coupling can be strengthened by increasing the spring constant; however
that leads to larger forces felt by the user in free space due to the lag of the slave
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behind the master. That in turn leads to more difficulty in distinguishing between
free space and contact. The active device can push the user back to the surface of
the object, and the user can apply very small forces to explore fine detail, explaining
the differences in the results. On the other hand, in determining large detail it does
not matter if the master penetrates into the surface of the shape slightly. Therefore
the passive and active devices should perform similarly as the results suggest.
In dynamic tasks such as point to point motion or following of a line, a passive
device has the ability to perform as well as an active device. The passive device with a
dynamic compensating controller can approach the transparency of an active device.
Even if the passive device does not compensate for all of its dynamic forces, the non-
intuitive centripetal or coriolis forces can often be canceled making the device feel
like a simple mass accelerating and decelerating. For a well designed passive device
(fully steerable or low Avg(θerror)), the performance of the passive device in dynamic
tasks will approach that of an active device without any of the stability concerns of
the active device.
6.1 Contributions
The following points represent the key contributions to come out of the research pre-
sented here (the list represents an expanded version of the list from the introduction).
1. Evaluation of a passive haptic device in teleoperation. Until this research, pas-
sive haptic devices have only been used to interact with a virtual environment.
While the feedback generated when teleoperating or controlling a virtual device
can be similar to the feedback generated when controlling a real device, typi-
cally the control systems operate differently. Interactions with a virtual device
or environment typically assumed some known model of that system. Con-
versely, the teleoperation research presented here requires no such knowledge
(only requiring the knowledge of the position of the two devices) and therefore
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applies broadly to different slave devices and situations.
2. Quantification of the effectiveness of a passive haptic device in arbitrary force
generation. Previous ways of looking at passive haptic devices such as steerabil-
ity or the force manipulability ellipsoid focus on controlling the velocity of the
device. This research focuses on position control of the haptic master and there-
fore, a different method of judging a haptic device needed to be developed. The
idea of average angle error over the workspace of a device provides a method of
judging and comparing the effectiveness of a device, and when combined with
the force generating capabilities of the device provides a full view of its capa-
bilities. Integrating this with the results from the perception testing yields a
threshold for quantitatively judging a passive haptic device by looking at the
portions of its workspace in which Avg(θerror) is greater than the perceptive
threshold.
3. Creation and evaluation of a dynamic compensating controller for passive haptic
devices. The controller developed for teleoperation takes principles used in
active devices to increase transparency then adapts and extends them to the
passive hardware. Due to the limitations of the device, the controller focuses
on compensating for coriolis and centripetal forces, the less intuitive dynamic
forces felt by the operator. This same controller can easily be applied to a
passive device interacting with a virtual environment and could be extended to
include more dynamic forces with the addition of accelerometer feedback to the
system.
4. Quantification of human perceptive resolution with respect to force direction
specifically on a passive haptic device. Very little research has been done to
date on JND with respect to force direction. While not providing the resolution
of some other current research presented in literature, the research here defines a
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rough resolution of human perception of force direction with respect specifically
to passive hardware, and more importantly to the passive hardware used for
the subsequent tests.
5. Comparison of performance enhancement gained by the use of a passive and
an active haptic device. An extensive literature review failed to yield any full
human-factors testing using a dissipative passive haptic device, much less any
research comparing the use of a passive device to the use of an active device in
a head-to-head experiment. This research represents the first implementation
of this. The tasks were chosen to replicate common teleoperation tests; shape
identification, obstacle avoidance and guided motion. These types of tasks can
be found widely in research using active devices either in teleoperation or in
interfacing with a virtual environment. Therefore the tests performed in the
research presented here can be easily compared with other accepted research.
6. Identification of tasks in which the passive haptic device provides task perfor-
mance similar to that of an active device. This point represents possibly the
most interesting as well as the most difficult to define of the contributions drawn
from the research presented here. While the results represent a test between
two very different devices (in workspace size, mass and magnitude of force gen-
eration), some general conclusions can abstracted from the collected data. The
results show that while there are distinct disadvantages to using the passive de-
vice in teleoperation, the subjects were able to perform nearly as well in some
tasks. While the users were not able to discern fine detail as well with the pas-
sive device, the results showed little difference between the passive and active
devices with respect to discerning large detail. Furthermore, the results show
that in the point to point motion tasks, the passive device with the dynamic
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compensating controller performs nearly as well as the active device. Distill-
ing these results slightly leads to the conclusion that the passive device and
active device perform similarly in dynamic tasks and in tasks where the loss
of fine detail is acceptable. In applications where safety is of utmost concern,
the slight losses in performance might be well outweighed by the guarantees of
safety provided by using a passive haptic master.
6.2 Future Work
Simple next steps in this research might include improving the perception test. Cre-
ating an addendum to the IRB proposal to extend the human-factors test to include
a perception experiment would quickly cut through much of the paperwork and lead
to an easy step in furthering this research. Refining the test to have a finer resolution
and increasing the subject population would produce better publishable results. An
extra step could also extend the dynamic compensating controller to include terms
where ẍ and ÿ are not zero, drawing feedback from an accelerometer implemented in
the hardware system.
In a theoretical sense, the research should be extended to apply to longer serial
chains. While the groundwork from this research can be relatively easily extended,
a rigorous exploration of of longer chains could be useful in generating more control
options.
As a “life’s work” type of extension, the most important direction of future work
should focus on integrating human perception theory better into haptic research. The
combination becomes especially important in a passive device that cannot produce
arbitrary forces. Whether that combination takes the complex form of simulating and
using the knowledge of the human response in real time or whether the simulation is
only used in testing and honing of the control algorithm, a better understanding of
the human response to a given haptic force will greatly improve the ability of a device
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to effect human behavior and performance. This process would be incredibly long
and difficult to explore fully; however even the inclusion of simple stimulus-response
models into control algorithms could greatly improve their functionality.
Specifically with respect to the passive devices, control testing will benefit from
an improved hardware testbed. Knowing that speed of response (actuators, control
calculations and communication rates) and system dynamics greatly affect the quality
of feedback felt by the user, a redesigned system could produce better feedback results.
By keeping these factors as well as the judging criteria developed here in mind as
design parameters, a far improved device could be constructed. Building hardware
with faster actuators and less massive links will likely produce better results for the
passive device. Similarly, moving the “elbow” joint brakes to the base of the system
would move their mass so that the user would not feel their dynamics. Finally gearing
or belting would allow the device to produce larger forces with similarly low-torque
brakes.
The most interesting and most likely next steps of research involve combining
passive and active actuators into one device. If the passive actuators maintain a
significant power margin over the active actuators, the device will retain the benefits
of the passive device while gaining the ability to produce small amounts of active
feedback. A passive device such as MR PTER with a low-power active end effector
will remain safe yet will be able to provide small amounts of restoring force.
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APPENDIX A
DERIVATIONS - KINEMATICS & EQNS. OF MOTION
This section will show the rigorous development of the kinematic and dynamic equa-
tions of MR PTER in the rhomboid configuration, a state in which the length of
the base linkage of the five-bar mechanism is equal to zero. The previous research
of Matt Reed developed similar equations for the more complex configuration with-
out coaxial base joints [73], meaning that the base linkage was given an arbitrary
length. The second section will focus on the derivation of the equations of motion
using a constrained Lagrange method using 5 generalized coordinates to describe the
2-dimensional system.
A.1 Kinematics
Figure A.1 shows a line drawing of the device used in this research. The base angles
are measured as θA and θB. Links 1, 2, 3 & 4 have lengths L1, L2, L3 & L4 respec-
tively. The position of the endpoint, the center of Joint D, will be used as generalized
coordinate (x, y). Therefore, (x, y) can be a function of θB & θC or θA & θE
x = L1cos(θB) + L2cos(θC) (A.1)
y = L1sin(θB) + L2sin(θC) (A.2)
or
x = L4cos(θA) + L3cos(θE) (A.3)





Joint A & B
Joint E








Figure A.1: Reference for derivation of kinematic equations
However due to the fact that the base joints are coaxial and that the link lengths
are equal:
L1 = L2 = L3 = L4 = L (A.5)
θC = θA − θB (A.6)
θE = θB − θA (A.7)
Therefore:
x = L(cos(θA) + cos(θB)) (A.8)
y = L(sin(θA) + sin(θB)) (A.9)
For the inverse kinematics, Fig. A.2 shows the variables used in the development
of th equations. The angle β defines the angle of a line connecting the base joints to





β = θB +
1
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Differentiating the kinematic equations yields:
ẋ = −L(sin(θA)θ̇A + sin(θB)θ̇B) (A.18)
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− L (ẋx + ẏy)√






L (ẋx + ẏy)√
− (x2 + y2) (x2 + y2 − 4L2)
(A.23)
A.2 Jacobian
The Jacobian matrix describes the relation ship between cartesian endpoint velocity
and joint velocity as well the relationship between endpoint force and joint torques.
In the derivations presented here, the Jacobian matrix takes the form of Eqn. A.24.
ẋ = Jθ̇ (A.24)
Looking back at Eqns. A.18 and A.19 and putting them in matrix form, the
following Jacobian matrix JAB represents the relationship between endpoint velocity
and joint velocities. Where the capital subscripts represent the two joints being
used in the calculation, the first subscript corresponds to the column of the Jacobian








Equation A.26 represents the relationship between θA, θB, and θE differentiating
and rearranging yields Eqn. A.27. Substituting that into Eqns. A.18 and A.19 and
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putting those into matrix form yields similar Jacobian matricies relating joint E to
the endpoint velocity.
2π = θA − θB + θE (A.26)





 −Lsin(θA)− Lsin(θB) −Lsin(θB)
Lcos(θA) + Lcos(θB) Lcos(θB)
 (A.28)
A.3 Dynamics
Derivation of the equations of motion takes the following form with M defined as
the generalized mass matrix, V contains the non-linear coriolis terms, G contains the
gravity terms and Q represents the generalized forces. The state vector of generalized
coordinates q and its derivatives define the states of the system
M (q) q̈ + V (q, q̇) + G (q) = Q (A.29)
However, the system will be derived using the five generalized coordinates in
Eqn. A.30, meaning that the two-dimensional system is overdefined.
q = {x, y, θA, θB, θE} (A.30)
Q = {Fx, Fy, τA, τB, τE} (A.31)
To solve for this problem, the system of equations is derived using the Lagrange
method with constraint equations, the form of which can be found in Eqn. A.32 where
the λ variables represent the Lagrange multipliers.
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 M (q) −AT (q, q̇)





 Q− V (q, q̇)−G (q)
Ȧ (q, q̇) q̇
 (A.32)
For the system, there are no values of the G matrix, and the A matrix can be
derived using the constraint equations in Eqns. A.33, A.34 & A.35.
C1 ⇒ Lcos(θA) + Lcos(θB)− x = 0 (A.33)
C2 ⇒ Lsin(θA) + Lsin(θB)− x = 0 (A.34)
C3 ⇒ 2π − θA + θB − θE = 0 (A.35)










−1 0 −Lsin(θA) −Lsin(θB) 0
0 −1 Lcos(θA) Lcos(θB) 0




0 0 −Lcos(θA)θ̇A −Lcos(θB)θ̇A 0
0 0 −Lsin(θA)θ̇A −Lsin(θB)θ̇A 0
0 0 0 0 0
 (A.38)
The generalized mass matrix and the coriolis matrix are derived using the normal
Lagrange approach (the typical form of which is shown in Eqn. A.39), starting with
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the kinetic and potential energy equations for the system; however since MR PTER













Also to simplify the differentiation, the typical form of Lagrange’s equations has
been put into a form more suited for symbolic differentiation in Maple. This form
can be found in Eqns. A.40 and A.41 where i = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, j = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 and the
















For MR PTER, the kinetic energy T can be broken down into the parts in
Eqns. A.42-A.49 that represent the kinetic energies of each link (the subscripts denote
the joints that create the endpoints of the link) and the kinetic energies of the other
components (brake and handle). The moments of inertia I and the masses m are also



















































































mhandle (ẋ + ẏ)
2 (A.49)
The overall kinetic of the energy of the system T is the sum of the kinetic energies
of the four links and the other components, represented in Eqn. A.50
T = TAE + TBC + TCD + TED + Tbrake + Thandle (A.50)
Applying Eqn. A.40 yields the following values for the equivalent mass matrix,
M . Note that by definition Mab = Mba.
M11 = mhandle (A.51)
M12 = M13 = M14 = M15 = 0 (A.52)
M22 = mhandle (A.53)
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M23 = M24 = M25 = 0 (A.54)





2 + IAE + mbrakeL
2 (A.55)

















M35 = 0 (A.57)






M45 = 0 (A.59)
M55 = 0 (A.60)
Using Eqn. A.41 to evaluate the column vector V yields the following values:
V1 = 0 (A.61)














V5 = 0 (A.65)
Specifically for the dynamic compensating controller, the system dynamics were
rearranged to facilitate solving for dynamic forces. Again with the assumptions of
constant velocity and no friction, Eqn. A.66 becomes valid.
ẍ = ÿ = τA = τB = τE = 0 (A.66)
Since ẍ and ÿ equal zero, the system of dynamic equations can be easily rear-
ranged to solve for Fx and Fy. The new mass matrix M
′ is the same as M with the
components M11 and M22 set to -1. For a similar reason, A
′ will be th same as A
except the first two columns will be all zeros. The rearrangement yields Eqn. A.67.
 M ′ (q) −AT (q, q̇)
























Again rearranging yields Eqn. A.68.
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I1 327 kg ∗ cm2
I2 347 kg ∗ cm2
I3 358 kg ∗ cm2













 M ′ (q) −AT (q, q̇)














Knowing the state of the system gives q and estimating the velocities yields q̇.
Therefore, this yields known equations for Fx and Fy.
The following list of properties is used in the equations previously derived to
calculate the dynamic forces in the dynamic compensating controller. The values are






The LabVIEW code in Fig. B.1 and B.1 is used to test the dynamic equations.
Figure B.1 appears as the block with a “D” in the upper left section of Fig. B.1. Note
that the initial conditions supplied to the solver for the dependent variables x, y &
θE are calculated based on the independent variables θA & θB.
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Figure B.3: Dynamic solver code
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Figure B.4: Dynamic equations - DAE form
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B.2 Final Master Control Code
The entire group of code used to control the master, slave and host devices is managed
using the LabVIEW 8.2 project explorer depicted in Fig. B.2. This construct allows
the operator to manage multiple real-time computers as well as the entire library of
code easily and efficiently. The rest code used to control the master device can be
found in the front panel shown in Fig. B.2 and the block diagram shown in Fig B.2.
In each set of code shown in this section, it is important to note the multi-threaded
architecture. Each of the programs has a main control thread and multiple commu-
nications threads. The communication thread between the master and slave devices
operates at 250Hz for the receive portion and 200Hz for the send thread (as discussed
in the section on communication protocols and software). The state of the system is
passed to the host from the slave system due to the fact that when using the PHAN-
TOM the master controller changes to a WindowsXP based program. Sending the
information to the host from the slave keeps the communication the same between
the two masters. This communication thread iterates at a much slower rate, 62
3
Hz
send rate and 10Hz receive rate. The slow rate provides sufficient GUI information
while not straining the system.
B.3 Final Slave Control Code
Similar to the code shown in the master section, the control code can be found
in Fig. B.3 that shows the front panel used to control the slave and Fig. B.3 that
represents the block diagram used to control the device.
B.4 Final Host Code
The final section of code shows the programs used to implement the host program
and the GUI. The block diagram in Fig. B.4 provides the interface for the subject as
well as the test administrator to monitor the states of the system. Figure B.4 shows
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the control code behind the GUI.
B.5 Communication Testing Code
The following section includes the code used for the testing of the communication
protocols. The first section displays the code used to test the TCP/IP protocol, and
the second group of three tested UDP/IP.
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Figure B.5: Project explorer from final human-testing experiment
Figure B.6: Front panel of control code for MR PTER in the final experiment
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Figure B.7: Block diagram used to control MR PTER in the final experiment
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Figure B.8: Front panel of HuRBiRT control code from the final experiment
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Figure B.9: Block diagram used to control HuRBiRT in the final experiment
Figure B.10: Front panel of host code from the final experiment
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Figure B.11: Block diagram from host code in the final experiment
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Figure B.12: Front panel of the TCP/IP communication test code
Figure B.13: Block diagram for TCP/IP communication test - “server”
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Figure B.14: Block diagram for TCP/IP communication test - “client”
Figure B.15: Front panel of the UDP/IP communication test code
142
Figure B.16: Block diagram for UDP/IP communication test - “server”
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Georgia Institute of Technology 
Project Title: Human Evaluation of Internet-Based Passive Bilateral 
Teleoperation 
Investigators: Professor Wayne J. Book, Ben Black 
Consent title: Adult Consent Form for Experiments Pertaining to the 




You are being asked to be a volunteer in a research study in remote-




This research intends to help engineers develop joystick devices to be 
used as remote control a robot from a distance.  In particular, the devices 
will provide force sensation from the remote robot, allowing a user to feel 
what the robot feels.  The joystick sends an instruction for the robot to 
move, and the robot returns force information to the joystick, effectively 
informing the user what the robot feels in the environment.  This setup 
provides the user with enhanced awareness of the robot environment.   
 
The purpose of this specific experiment is to evaluate two types of 
joystick-like controllers and to understand the differences between the 
feedback that they provide.  A sample size of 25 individuals will be used 
in this experiment.  Eligible individuals consist of right-handed college 
students with a healthy sense of touch not affected by disease and/or 
physical handicap or any known hand, wrist or shoulder injuries that 




First you will be asked to fill out a short questionnaire.  Then you will be 
introduced to the machines, a Phantom brand force generating device 
and a similar device named MR PTER, built for research purposes.  
These devices are essentially joysticks, but with motors or brakes to 
provide force sensation to the user.  Throughout the experiment, the 
subject will use the Phantom or MR PTER as the joystick to control a 
robot in an unseen location.  You will be asked to complete up to four 
tasks using the joystick to control the remote robot. 
  
The first task is shape identification.  You will be asked to use each of 
the computer input devices (the Phantom and MR PTER) as a remote 
control for a second robot in a different, unseen location.  There will be 
no visual display of the position of the remote robot or joystick-like 
device.  A two-dimensional shape will be placed in front of the remote 
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robot, and you will be asked to identify the shape based only on the force 
information provided by the joystick. 
 
The second task is maze navigation.  A maze will be place in contact 
with the remote robot.  You will attempt to navigate the maze to the 
destination based on force information provided by the joystick.  You will 
not be able to see the remote robot, but you will be able to see the robot 
position on a computer display.   
 
The third task is a simple point to point motion.  A computer monitor will 
show the position of the joystick as well as the position of the remote 
robot.  You will be asked to move the remote robot from point A to point 
B while avoiding an obstacle. 
 
The fourth task is designed to represent a more practical task.  You will 
be asked to move the remote robot in a way that mimics use of a tool. 
 
The amount of time expected for this study per subject is 90 to 120 




The risks involved are no greater than those involved in daily activities 
such as pushing a book with a hand.  Safety is insured in this 
experiment.  The Phantom is a commercially available off the shelf 
computer input device used extensively in industry and can only exert 
about 2 lbs of force as stated by the Phantom manufacturer Sensable.  
An average user can easily overpower it.  Additionally, MR PTER has 
been designed in a way such that it cannot move the subject on its own 
due to the passive components used in its construction.  Again, it is no 




There is no direct benefit to you as a participant; however, we hope the 
results of this study will allow us to improve upon remote control 
applications as well as computer interface devices in the future.   
 
Compensation to You  
 
A US$10.00 gift card for Barnes and Noble bookstore will be given to the 
subject immediately after he or she has attempted to complete the tasks 
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The following procedures will be followed to keep your personal 
information confidential in this study:  The data that is collected about 
you will be kept private to the extent allowed by law.  To protect your 
privacy, your records will be kept under a code number rather than by 
name.  Your records will be kept in locked files and only study staff will 
be allowed to look at them.  Your name and any other fact that might 
point to you will not appear when results of this study are presented or 
published.  
 
To make sure that this research is being carried out in the proper way, 
the Georgia Institute of Technology IRB may review study records.  The 
Office of Human Research Protections may also look at study records.   
 
Costs to You  
 
This study does not incur any financial cost to you the subject.   
 
In Case of Injury/Harm   
 
If you are injured as a result of being in this study, please contact 
Professor Wayne Book at wayne.book@me.gatech.edu or 
(404)894.3247.  Neither the Principal Investigator nor Georgia Institute of 
Technology has made provision for payment of costs associated with 
any injury resulting form participation in this study. 
 
Subject Rights  
 
• Your participation in this study is voluntary. You do not have 
to be in this study if you don't want to be. 
• You have the right to change your mind and leave the study 
at any time without giving any reason, and without penalty. 
• Any new information that may make you change your mind 
about being in this study will be given to you. 
• You will be given a copy of this consent form to keep. 
• You do not waive any of your legal rights by signing this 
consent form. 
 
Questions about the Study or Your Rights as a Research Subject  
 
• If you have any questions about the study, you may contact 
Professor Wayne Book at wayne.book@me.gatech.edu or 
(404)894.3247. 
• If you have any questions about your rights as a research 
subject, you may contact Ms. Melanie Clark, Georgia 
Institute of Technology at (404)894-6942. 
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If you sign below, it means that you have read (or have had read to you) 
the information given in this consent form, and you would like to be a 





Subject Signature       Date 
 
Signature of Person Obtaining Consent    Date 
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Georgia Institute of Technology 
Project Title: Human Evaluation of Internet-Based Passive Bilateral 
Teleoperation 




Research Subject Number: ____________ 
 
MALE  or  FEMALE ? (circle one) 
 
Do you write RIGHT or LEFT handed? (circle one) 
 
If asked to kick a soccer ball, do you use your RIGHT or LEFT foot? (circle one) 
 
If asked to play softball or baseball, do you bat RIGHT or LEFT handed? (circle one) 
 
Over the past month, approximately how many hours per week do you spend using 
a computer for work or entertainment?  _____ 
 
Over the past month, approximately how many hours per week do you spend 
playing video games (PC, PS2, XBOX, etc.)? _____ 
 
Have you previously participated in remote-control or haptic research experiments? 
YES  /  NO  (circle one) 
 
Have you ever been involved in conducting your own haptic research?   
YES  /  NO  (circle one) 
 
 
Georgia Institute of Technology 
Project Title: Evaluation of Internet-Based Bilateral Teleoperation 
Investigators: Ben Black, Professor Wayne J. Book (PI) 
 
Question Sheet for Contour Surface Identification
 
For each trial, please pick the contour or shape that you feel from the list below.  Please put the 



























Please pick the contour / shape from the above chart that you feel.  Write the 





















































































Subject ID: _________________________     Task ID: ________________ 
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Rating Scale Definitions 
 
Title Endpoints Descriptions 
MENTAL DEMAND Low/High How much mental and perceptual activity 
was required (e.g., thinking, deciding, 
calculating, remembering, looking, 
searching, etc.)?  Was the task easy or 





Low/High How much physical activity was required 
(e.g., pushing, pulling, turning, 
controlling, activating, etc.)?  Was the 
task easy or demanding, slow or brisk, 




Low/High How much time pressure did you feel due 
to the rate or pace at which the task or 
task elements occurred?  Was the pace 
slow and leisurely or rapid and frantic? 
 
EFFORT Low/High How hard did you have to work 
(mentally and physically) to accomplish 
your level of performance? 
 
PERFORMANCE Good/Poor How successful do you think you were in 
accomplishing the goals of the task set by 
the experimenter?  How satisfied were 
you with your performance in 




Low/High How insecure, discouraged, irritated, 
stressed and annoyed versus secure, 
gratified, content, relaxed and 
complacent did you feel during the task? 
 
SMOOTHNESS Low/High How smooth was the motion of the 
device?  Did it glide freely or was the 










































































































































Table C.2: Shape identification - percent correct
Direction Shape
Phantom 96.40% 82.43%
Passive - coupling 82.26% 49.19%
Passive - closed loop 84.44% 50.37%
Passive - dynamic compensating 83.46% 47.24%
Table C.3: Shape identification - distribution of incorrect answers (%)
- Rect - Tri - Circle V. Wall + Rect + Tri + Circle
- Rect 31.03 37.93 6.90 6.90 17.24
- Triangle 26.92 38.46 15.38 7.68 3.85 7.69
- Circle 35.14 51.35 2.07 10.81
Wall 16.67 25.00 16.67 25.00 16.67
+ Rect 5.56 5.56 11.11 5.56 33.33 38.89
+ Triangle 3.13 3.13 3.13 21.88 6.25 62.50
+ Circle 5.26 7.89 2.63 5.26 42.11 36.84
C.2 Complete Results





Passive - coupling 1.254 0.330
Passive - closed loop 1.163 0.306
Passive - dynamic compensating 1.122 0.302
Passive - no control 1.199 0.421
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Passive - coupling 1.390 0.242
Passive - closed loop 1.310 0.229
Passive - dynamic compensating 1.188 0.173
Passive - no control 1.178 0.231
Table C.6: NASA-TLX Sub-Category Workload for MR PTER
Average Workload Standard Dev.
Mental Demand 59.76 26.20
Physical Demand 38.10 28.92




Weighted Average 63.05 17.00
Table C.7: NASA-TLX Sub-Category Workload for the PHANTOM
Average Workload Standard Dev.
Mental Demand 30.79 19.38
Physical Demand 23.68 14.89




Weighted Average 30.72 13.52
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